




One sector of the electronics
marketcontinues to demand

faster and more powerful per-
sonal computers. Another de-
mands a langer life from one bat-
tery charge in ease of portable
computers: 2-3 hours is now a
minimum. Such demands are
notrestricted tocomputers: they
apply equallyto portable radio re-
ceivers, radio telephones and in-
strumentation equipment. At
the same time, the warld needs
a more efficient use of energy.
These conflicting demands force
designers of electronic compo-
nents to bring out ever faster,
smaller and moreenergy-friendly
devices. A logical consequence
of this is that res are becoming
smaller and smaller. This in turn
means that their dissipation be-
comes a problem.
All these requirements have

resulted in a loweringofthetra-
ditional 5-V supply voltage to
3.3V(JEDECstandardformains-
operated equipment). Lew-volt-
age versions of80386 and 680xO
processors, memories, ASIes,
disc controllers, LCD controllers,
data converters and regulators
are already available.
This article takes a closer look

at a number oflow-voltage farn-
l11e8ofCMOS logic devices from
Philips. Each of these families
has a unique product differen-
tiator.
• LV-HCMOSisa3.3Vrnedium-
speed CMOS family that is
compatible with LS and
HCMOS.

• LVC is a 3.3 V CMOS logic
familythat is compatible with
FAST,ACL,(Q)FACTandALS.

• HLL 18the world's fastest
CMOS family with cent re
supply pinning and provid-
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ing low skew, low EMI and a
speed as FCT-C.

• ALVC is basically the Multi-
byte?" version ofHLL.

• LVT is a 3.3 V BiCMOS fam-
ily that is optimized for driving
backplanes and provides live
insertion/auto three-state, bus
hold and outputs thatcan han-
dleforced 5V. Itiscompatible
with ABT, BCT and FCT-A.

All devices in these families op-
erate from supplies of1.2-3.6 V.
Because of'their low dissipation,
these deviees are eminently suit-
able for use in battery-operated
equipment. Moreover, in view of
their high speed, they are also a
good choice in fast digital eir-

euits.
Other advantages are that,

because ofthe lowsupplyvoltage,
noise levels are down and the re-
liability ofthe system inereases
(because ofthe lower mechanical
stresses in the les).

Wide voltage range
Although JEDEC has stan-
dardized the supply voltage for
mains-operated equipment at
3.3 V±0.3 V, this does not apply
to battery-operated equipment.
The problem there is the large vari-
ation ofthe battery voltage over
the life of the battery. For in-
stance, thee.m.f. oftwo series-con-
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Fig. 1. Relation between supply voltage, speed and dissipation 01logic cornponents.

nected alkaline or earbon-zine
batteries at the end of their life
is 1.8V,whiletbatofaNiCd bat-
tery is 1.2Vtojust before it is fulIy
discharged. Thanks to the wide
range of operating voltages of
the new devices, the use ofdry as
well as rechargeable batteries
presents no problems.

Low voltage, same
speed
AB shown in Fig. 1, the speed of
a logic componentand the supply
voltage from which itoperatesare
related. The dynamic power dis-
sipation (the statie dissipation
ofCMOS devices is virtually nil)
decreases roughly with the square
of a reduction in supply voltage.
Thus, an obvious method of re-
ducing the dissipation ofthese
eireuits is a decrease ofthe nop-
minal supply voltage. The rele-
vant graph in Fig. 1 shows that
the dissipation of a 3.3-V eom-
ponent is about 65% lower than
that of a 5-V component, but is
accompanied by a 20%reduction
in speed. Thus, theimmecliatead-
vantages ofmoving from 5-V to
3.3-V operation are that the
speed/dissipation ratio 1S more
than doubled, and it becomes
possible to power CMOS logic
from a 1-cell 01' 2-eell battery in
portable equipment. The reduc-
tion of maximum speed may be
negated, and even reversed, by
the use of sub-mieron technology.

LV-HCMOSfamily
The LV-CMOSlogicfarnilyis based
on HCMOS (HC) tecbnology and
1S rnanufacturedin a similarman-
ner.Although developed primarily
for operation from 3.3V supplies,
the components in this family
can work with supply voltages
ranging from 1.0 V to 3.6 V.
With a3.3V supply, thespeed

and performance are the same as
HCMOSworkingfrom5 V. There
are, therefore, no disadvantages
in replacing 5V logiccomponents
with LV-HCMOS devices.
To obtain the same speed as

available from 5-V CMOS COID-

ponents, the channel length of
LV-HCMOS devices is reduced
to 2 JlIIl, the gate oxide is thinner
and the threshold voltages are low-
ered. Because ofthe reduced chan-
nellength, the propagation delay
with a supplyof3.3 V is only9 ns.
With a supply voltage of2 V,the
outputdriveis4mAandeven6mA
for driver outputs. With a 3.3 V
supply, outputs can drive loads
d30Q
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LVCfamily
The LVC family is cornpatible
with the F(ast) CMOS series as
far as speed, output drive char-
acteristics and pinning are con-
cerned. It is manufactured in
Gum CMOS teehnology and thus
dissipates much less powerthan
F(ast) logie deviees. Although
designed for operation from a
3.3 V ±D.3V supply, the deviees
can be used with a supply volt-
age range ofl.2 V to 3.6V,but they
tend to slowdown at the lowervolt-
ages. With a supply of2 V, they
provide a drive of up to 24 rnA.
With a3.3 V supply, outputs ean
drive loads z 50 n. Because of
the sub-micron technology
(O.6)illl), the propagation delay
with a supply of3.3 V isnotgreater
than6.5 ns. Since, with a supply
of 3.3 V, the input levels may be
ashighas5.5V, this familyiside-
ally suitable for use in 5V to 3 V
and 3 V to 5 V level shifting in
mixed 3 V/5 V systems.

HLLfamily
TheHLLfamilyisanew logiefam-
ily: theworld's fastest3.3 Vlogie
lCs. The devices are manufac-
tured in sub-micron (0.6 um)
CMOS teehnology that uses two-
level metal and epitaxial sub-
strates. HLL JCs operatingfrom
3.3V±O.3Vworkattwicethespeed
ofF(ast) bipolar logie. Sinee they
are CMOS deviees, they dis si-
pate only a fraction ofthe power
needed by bipolar components.
The familyis ideally suited forvery
high speed operation indata buses
of mains-powered equipment.
The sub-micron technology guar-
antees a propagation delay of not
morethan 4 ns with a3.3V supply.
The high dynamie output drive
allows transition times to be much
shorter than the propagation
delay. Outputs can drive loads
::,50 Q. With a 3.3 V supply, the
devices interface directly with
TTL logie.
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Fig. 2. Propagation delay vs
supply voltage characteristic.
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Fig. 3. Each logic lamily has its own operating area.

Key parameterlfeature I LV-HCMOS I LVC I HLUALVC LVT
Key parameters
Nomenclature· 74LVxxxX 74LVCxxxX 74HLL33xxxX 74LVTxxxX

74ALVC16xxxX
Supply voltage range V 1.0103.6 1.2103.6 1.2103.6 2.7103.6
Output current loJlQl mA 6/6 24/24 24/24 32/64
Quiescent current ~ 80 20 80/40 80
Typical propagation delay:
data to output ns 9 4.0 2.1 2.4
output-enable to output ns 14 5.8 4.0 3.6

Max. ground bounce (VOLP) V 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.8
Temoerature ranae °C -4010 +125 -40 to +85 -4010 +85 -4010 +85
Features
FullCMOS v v v
Advanced SiCMOS ,
Drive capability:
135 n ,
50n , ,
35n ,

Effective channel length:
2.0 Jl1T1 ,
0.8 Jl1T1 ,
0.6 Jl1T1 , ,

Comer supply pins v , v
Centre supply pins ,
TTL level input , , , ,
TTL level output , , , ,
5 V input capability ," ," ,
Forced 5 V output ,
Live insertion ,
Input bus hold ,
Packages:
DIL ,
SO , , ,1- ,
SSOP , , ,I, ,
TSSOP , , ,I, ,

Application:
glue logic , ,
battery-powered equipment , , ,
local bus , , ,
super IJ.P , ,
backplane ,

Compatible 5 V families LS-TTL FAST FCT-C ABT
HCIliCT ACU(Q)FACT BC/BCT
N74xx ALS FCT-A

Product differentiator 3 V equivalent of 3 V equivalent of world's fastest 3 V equivalent of
LSIliC FAST logic ABT;optimized

for backplanes

• xxx= 245 etc, X= packaqe code: D= SO, DB= SSOP 11,PW= TSSOP I, DL=SSOP48-56, DGG=TSSOP
48-56

•• For transceivers V1N lTI8J< = Vrx + 0.5 V.

Table 1. Main parameters 01the low-voltage eMOS logic lamilies.
\,
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LVTfamily
The low-voltage BiCMOS logic
familyismanufacturedinO.8pm
QUBiC technology to combine
the best properties ofCMOS with

5 V systern

the best ofbipolar devices. This
results in very high output cur-
rent and very high speed without
compromise of dissipation or noise
levels. The outputs can deliver cur-

3.3 V system

f I-- level f-- LV-HCMOStranslator

I f ~ LV-HCMOS

+3.3 V

LV-HCMOS

~~

,!". 940023·13

Fig. 4. Various methods 01Iinking traditional5·V logic devices
and low-vottaqe logic devices.
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rents of up to 32 mA and sink
currents of up to 64 mA. They
can drive loads 2' 35Q directly.The
QUBiC technology guarantees
propagation delays ofnot greater

than 4 ns with a supply of3.3 V.
The devices may be used inmixed
3 V/5 V systems.

END
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Fig. 5. Dissipation vs Irequency characteristics 01the various
logic tamllles.



MAINS SIGNALLING SYSTEM
PART 2: TRANSMITTER

Design by W.Hackländer & S. Furchtbar

Mains signalling is a method by wh ich signals can be superimposed on mains wiring for the
remote control of electrical equipment. It was first proposed by two Swiss inventors, Routin and

Brown, who patented the method to control street lighting in 1896. The technique is weil
established and accepted in the USA, but in this country and Europe interest in it as a medium
for communication has begun only in the late 1980s. This article deals with a system for use in
horne automation. The main advantages of the system are ease of installation, flexibility and

relatively low cost (because it uses existing mains wiring.

Since the transmitter is provided with
a microprocessor, the comrnand com-

puter need only send simple instructions.
These are translated by the transmitter
into switching codes for specific receivers,
At the same time. the transmitter arranges
for the status of each recetver to be sent
back to the computer. Communication
between the transmitter and computer is
via a standard RS232 link.

The circuit
Several seetions of the circuit -see Fig. 9------
are tdenücal to parts of the receiver cir-
cuit. For instance, modulattng and de-
modulating ofthe digital signals that are
transferred via the mains wtnng are agam
effected by an NE5050. Capacitors Cl5
and C1a and transforrner Tr2 form part
of a 110kHz transmit oscillator, whose
canier is switched on and offby the dig-
ital signal generated by IC7c.The output
signal is supplied via R21and R22 to LI
(which provides harmonies suppresston),
R20 (which provides tmpedance matcb-
ingJ, and Cl2 (which provides d.c. de-
coupling). Frorn there, the stgnal is ap-
plied to transformer Tri which ts linked
to the mains wiring via Cl4. Capacitor
CI3 and the transformer form a band-
pass filter wtth a centre frequency of
110 kHz.
At the dernodulattng end, the level of

the mcorntng signal (at pin 20) is limited
by 0a and 07, which also suppress any
spurious signals. In the IC, the stgnal is
applied to an arnplifier, to a band-pass
filter, Tr3-Ca, a low-pass filter. CIl, an AM
suppressor, a comparator and a bistable.
Finally, it is available at pin 11.
The power supply is conventional: a

mains transformer, Tr 4, bridge rectrfter.
OS-Oll, buffer capacrtor, CIS, and two
regulators, lCIl and ICI2. The first regu-
lator, ICII, provides a direct voltage of
12 V, from which ICl2 derives a direct
voltage of 5 V. Moreover, a direct voltage
of 9 V (for the decoder/encoder, ICd is
provtded by RIl- 03·
Clrcuit IC4 ts a miniature control sys-

mains
wiring

11 receiver

i i1]=",--,",0".'"'
" ~tobe!! controlled

JL--=r:
11

11
:::Tf::: receiver"lJ",·r"__'''''''"W'11 ~tobe

" controlled

11
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Setup 01a 2-receiver system. Up to 127 receivers may be accommodated.

tem wtth a clock frequency of 12MHz (de-
rtved from crystal Xj}.
Ctrcutt IC5organizes the addresses on

the rnultiplexedaddress/data lines POa-PO,.
The control program for the transmit -

ter is contatned in EPROM ICa.
Optoisolators ICs and lCg connected

to pins 10 and 11 of IC4 effect the corn-
munication between the transmitter and
computer via the serial interface. They
are necessary to ensure proper electrical
isolation between the transmitter and
equipment connected to the RS232 in-
terface, since transfonner Tri does not
provide this. Ctrcutt leS passes the data
received from the computer to IC4, whi1e
ICgsends data from IC4 to the computer.
Network 01-R3 at pin 12 oflC4 serves

to indicate confirmation of receipt ofdata.
This interrupt input is controlled by Tl.
The LEO at pin 15 oflC4lights during

the transmission of data. Output TO
switches NANDgata IC7dviaT2.
The data for the recetvers are sent over

ltnes Pl.O-P1.7.
Coding and decoding of the receiver

addresses are carried out by IC1. Net-
work R1-Cj sets the Interrial clock ofthis
lC to 45 kHz. When the address ofa given
receiver is sent, the relevant data are avail-
able at the P... gates of IC4, from where
they are applied to ICI via buffer IC3and
level compensator/inverter IC2.

Circuit JC7 and transistors T1-T3 en-
sure the correct swttchtng sequence dur-
Ing transmitting and receiving. If for in-
stance, a receiver needs to be switched
over, the processor provides the correct
address at PI and, via pin 14, gives the
instruction for this address to be sent.
Transistor T 2 raises the level from 5 V to
9 V and inverts the signal. The output of
IC7dthen goes high, whereupon T3 con-
ducts, so that the output signal of the
modem IC is suppressed to prevent leI
rccctvtng back its own data during trans-
mtsston.
NANDgate IC'd sets ICI to the trans-

mit mode via its mode input and enables
IC7b.The serialdata then becoming avail-
able at pin 17 of ICI are passed via lC7b
and IC7cto IClQ,where they are modu-
lated and applied to the rnains wirtng. The
code is transmitted several times in suc-
cesslon, which is indicated by the flick-
ering of02, while 01 lights permanently.
After about 15 seconds, output TO of

the processor goes low. which causes ICI
to swttch from transmit to receive (mode
input goes low, IC7bis disabled, and T3
swttches off so that the stgnals received
by ICID are applied to pin 16 of ICI). Two
addresses monitor whether the slave re-
acts: that just transmitted and this ad-
dress plus a '1' in the tenth postnon. from
which the switchmg status ofthe recetver

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS MAY 1994



becomes clear.
When. within a given penod, a valid

address Is received four times, pin 17 of
ICI goes low. This signal is passed to
pin 12 of IC4via Inverter IC7a and level
compensator/inverter Tl' This is tndt-
cated by D1 going out. Confirmation of
receipt of the data is then gtven to the
computer by lC4.
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MAINS SIGNALLING SYSTEM - PART 2 11I
Construction
Butldtng the transmitter is simpler than
the recetver. All components are housed
on a genereously sized prtnted-crrcutt
board, wbtch. for safety's sake, is intended
for installation in a man-made fibre en-
c1osure. The use of sockets for the ICs is
recommended: this is not only convenient
for the construction but also for the cal-

~<±!

tbratron.
Screw the backs of regulators IC11and

ICI2 togetherwith in between a U-shaped
heat sink. They need not be isolated.
Provide holes in the top of the enclos-

ure for K2and the three 5-mm LEDs (for
safety's sake, do not use 3-mm types be-
cause these may protrude from the en-
closure). Provide a hole inone of the shorter
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Fig. 9. Circuit diagram of the mains signalling transrnitter,
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GENERAL INTEREST

side for mains cable (use astrain relief)
entry.
Do not yet place the ICs into their sock-

ets; this should be done during or after
calibration.

Calibration
The transmitter and one receiver are re-
quired for calibration. Make sure that the
ground of the units is connected to the
mains earth. Stick insulating tape over
all PCB tracks that carry mains voltage
to prevent them being touched by acct-

940021-2
S·!lWQNO>

dent. It is better to screw the transmitter
board to the bottom inside of the enclos-
ure, whicn effectively prevents any of the
mains-carrying tracks to be touched.
Begtri by checking that all supply volt-

ages at the IC sockets are as specified (do
not insert the test prods into the socket
terminals to prevent these losing their
elasticity).
When the voltages are correct, switch

offthe mains and insert IC10 into its socket
Temporarily interlink ptn 19 and pin 1,
whereupon a sine wave at an amplitude
of about 9 Vpp should appear on an os-

cilloscope connected to pin 16. Measure
the frequency of this signal with a fre-
quency meter and adjust to 110 kHz by
turning the core ofTr2with a plastic screw-
driver. If a frequency meter is not avail-
able, use a long-wave radio receiver (pre-
ferably with digital dial). Tune the radio
to 330 kHz (3rd harmonie of 110 kHzl,
place it elose to the transmitter (in a po-
sition where the 50 Hzmains hum is not
or least noticeable) and turn the core of
Tr2 for minimum noise output of the
radio. Next, connect the oscilloscope across
TrI (at the side with the centre tap) with

Fig. 10. Printed circuit board of the mains signalling transmitter.
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Fig. 11. Completed transmitter before enclosure is closed.

the oscilloscope ground to the + 12 V ter-
minal: disconnect the mains earth from
the untt earth. since the ground of the
oscilloscope ts normally also connected
to the mains earth. Adjust the core of Tr-
for maximum signal level on the oscillo-
scope.
Then, connect the oscilloscope to pin 3

or pin 6 of lew, where a square wave at
an amplitude ofabout 0.5 Vand a d.c. off-
set of around 4.5 V should be available.
Next, connect the oscilloscope to

pin 4 01' pin 5, where a sine-wave-like stg
nal with a sort of eross-over dtstortton
should be present. Adjust the core of T'rg
so that the the distortion peaks are sym-
metrtcal around the eross-over potnts. It

will probably not be possible to oblain the
same picture at pin 4 as at pin 5, but try
to make thern as identical as feasible.
Dtsconncct the link between pin 1 and

pin 19 and insert the rematrung ICs into
theu- sockets and elose the case.
In the recetver. take alllCs from their

sockets and check the supply voltages.
When these are all correct. Insert rC2 into
tts socket and carry out exactly the same
procedure as jusl described for leJO in
the transmitter.
Insert the other les into their sockets.
With the use ofjump leads. set the de-

sired addresson Kj: the numbertng ts bt-
nary - no jumper at K1 gtves address 0
and seven jurnp leads gtve address 127.

Fig. 12. Take care during the calibration: there is always the risk that open mains
voltage ts present somewhere on the board.
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Für instance, address 1 (decirnal) requires
a jump lead on K] at the side ofpin I of
ICs (call this connection I): address 100
(decimaI). i.e., binary 1100100, needs
jumpers on connections 3, 6and 7. Mark
the address on the outside afthe case for
future reference. Close the case.

Toking into use
Insert the recetver into a mains ouUet and
connect a matns-operated apparatus to
It. At this stage, it is advisable to keep the
receiver in stght.
Insert the transmitter into a different

mains outlet and connect tt to the corn-
puter via a sertal cable ofwhich all wires
are linked 1: 1. that is, not with the send
and receive lines crossed as in a standard
serial cable,
Start the program on the computer

with lhe aid of diskette Ref. 1913 (see
Parts List), The computer monitor shows
an operating panel on whtch with the
mouse or the keyboard (Alt plus under-
lined character) a COM port may be se-
lected. It is also possible for a relay num-
ber to be keyed in, whereupon the soft-
ware can switch over the relay. The re-
mamder of the procedure is shown on the
monttor.
It is also possible to send instructions

manual1y to the transmttter with the aid
of a communication program such as
Telemate. Untcom or Proconnn. The trans-
mitter recogntzes the followtng:

R (52hex)-reset transmitter (the program
in the transmitter starts from the be-
ginrungl.

C (43hex)-c1ear status transmitter (only
status bits are reset).

T (54hex)-switch over the recetver: after
the T. the address (0-127) of the rele-
vant receiver must be sent as a byte.

S (53hexJ--demand status transmtttcr: in
thts case, the transrnltter sends back
a byte containing the followtng data:
bit 0 - receiver status (0 = relay not
actuated; 1 = relay energizedl. This
is valid only If reception was cor-
reet.
bits 1-3-not used.
bit 4 - syntax error: the command
sent by the computer is not recog-
nized.
bit 5 - time out of 20 s: the bit be-
comes 'I' if durtng this time no an-
swer from the receiver has come in.
bil6 - busy write: this is high dur-
ing the pertod when the transmit -
ter is waiting for an answer from the
receiver.
btt 7 - busy read: this high during
the period when the transmitter os
watting Ior an answer from the re-
ceiver.

It is, of course, possible for an indi-
vidual program that uses these comrnands
to be written in. say. Pascal or BASIC.
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Fig. 13. Control program as seen on the computer monitor.

Resistors:
Rl = 180 kQ
R2. R3. Rt;. R12· Rl6 = 2.2 kQ
R<j = 3.9 kQ
R5. R7. Rg. RIO. R14 = 10 kQ
Rg. Ris. Rl9 = 5.6 kQ
RII = 180 Q
RI3 = 4.7 kQ
RIS = 390 Q
R17= 1 kQ
R20=47Q
R21. R22 = 10 Q

Capacitors:
Cl = 220 pF'. polystyrene
C2. Cs. C19. C20 = 10 JlF'. 16 V. radial
C3• C4 = 33 pF'
C6. CI6 = 2.2 nF'. piteh 5 rnrn
C7. Cg• Cl? C21-C24 = 100 nF'
CS= 10nF
CIO. CII = 4.7 nF
CI2 = 470 nF'
Cl3 = 6.8 nF"
Cl4 = 470 nF. 630 V
CIS = 12 pF'
CIS = 220 JlF'. 35 V. radial
, = polypropylene (MKT)

Inductors:
LI = 390 ].JH

Semiconductors:
01 = LEO. 5 mm, yellow
02 = LEO. 5 mrn. green
03 = zener. 9.1 V. 1 W
04 = LEO. 5 mm, red
Os = IN4148
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°6.°7= BZf03/C15
OS-Oll = 1N4001
TI. T3 = BC547
T2=BS170
T4 = BC557

Integrated circuits:
ICI =MM53200N (National Semieonduetor)
IC2 = ULN2803
1C3= 74HCT541
IC4 = 80C31
ICS = 74HCT573
IC6 = EPROM Ref. 6371 (see p.70)
IC7 = 4093
ICS. ICg = CNY65
ICw = NE5050N (Philips/Signeties)
ICIl = 7812
ICI2 = 7805

Miscellaneaus:
Kl = 2-way terminal block. piteh 7.5 rnrn

K2 = 9-pole male D connector,
nght -angled for PCB rnounting

XI = crystal, 12 MHz
TrI = transformer TIOOl
(Toko No. 707VXTI002N)

Tr2. Tr3 = transformer 4201
(Toko No. LPCS4201 or LMCS420 I) or
4100.4101, 4102. 4200 or 4202 (also
Toko)

Tr4 = mains transformer, 15 V. 3 VA
e.g .. Vellernan 1150038M (Maplln)

1 off heatsink 27 K W-l (F'isher TYPe
F'K228/SA frorn Dau, telephone
(0243) 553 031

1 off enclossure 200xl12x51 mm
(77 /sx47 / 16x2in). e.g .. Bopla TYPe
EG2050L - in UK represented by
Phoenix Meeano Ltd, telephone
(0296) 398 853

1 off PCB Ref. 940021-2 (see page 70)
I off diskette Ref. 1913 (see page 70)

*Further tnformatton on the general as-
peets of mains stgnalltng rnay be ob-
tained from the BEAMA lnteraetlve and
Mains Systems Assoctation, Leicester
Hause, 8 Leicester Street. London
WC2H 7BN. Telephone 071 437 0678.
Fax 0714374901.
In general, for domestie apphcations,

the level of the signal stgnal applied
across the rnatns wtnng must not ex-
eeed 116 dB IlV (631 rnV). Measured
across the lme or neutral terminal and
ground. thelevel mustnotexceed316rnV
(110 dB 1lV)' The speeified impedanee
must be 50 Q

Third harmonic spurtous radiations
must not exeeed 57 dB IN (0.7 mV).
EN 50 065-1 speeifies a frequeney

range of 95-125 kHz.
In practice, these requirements mean

that only small energy levels may be ap-
plied aeross the mains wiring. TWs in
turn means that the receiver rnust be
fairly sensitive and tbat spurtous stg-
nals and the 50 Hz mams hum must
be suppressed adequately. Moreover,
as extra precautions. switching in-
structions must be sent several umes,
whtle at the receiver. received codes are
compared several ttmes



CORRECTIONS AND UPDATES
80C535 Extension card

June 1994, p. 8-11
The PCD8584 may be swttched to
'6800' mode tf a WR stgnal arrives
without a CS stgnal. The problem may
be solved by combuung WR and CS in
a diocte-AND gate as shown below.
Pin 18 if IC, is taken out of the IC
socket and connected to grau nd via a
lO-kQ resistor. The WR signal is found
on socket pin 18. and CS on pin 10 of
IC5. Also note that the PCD8584 is
currently supplied as the PCF8584.

,.
(PCD/PCF8584)

940025 - L

Dual-purpose LEDdisplay with a semicolon (';').
The baudrate for the cornmumca-

tton softwate should be set to 300, for-
mat: 8 btts, Istartbit, I stop btt, no
partty.

December 1994, p. 90
Resistor R33 should be connected to
grcund, not to +12 V as shown in the
circuit diagram.

Experimentation board tor
PICs

Electronic tuse

July/August 1994, p, 74.
In thc circutt diagram. the signals on
pins 7 and 8 of both connectors K1
should be swapped. MCLR is on pin 8,
and RTCC on pin 7. The relevant PCB
is all rtgh t.

March 1994, p. 56.
Ta prevent transistor T2 from burning
DU t when the reset switch is pressed
during an overload condition, switch
SI should be connected between the
collector of Tj and the base ofT2.

Mains signalling system
(2)
May 1994, p. 10-14.
The instructions for command 'T'
should read: 'T' must be followed by
the address in ASCII, and terminated

quency. 11.0592 MHz, must not be
changed into, say, 12 MHz because it
determtnes the speed of the SLIC sertal
communtcatton (9600 baud). Apart
frorn the reset swttch, 51, the ctrcutt
also has a press- key to generate an
INTOinterrupt. lf capacitor C2 is made
much larger than Cl, the ctrcuit gen er-
ates an INTO interrupt automatically
at power-on. This tnterrupt should
cause the system to Jump to the SLIC
software. via the user program.
The 1/0 lines of ports land 3 are

available on connectors K1 and K2.
These eonnectors may be used to hook
up extension ctrcuits whieh serve to
contral the 80C31.
Finally, the track layout and compo-

nent mounting plan of the
80C31/SLIC board are shown in
Fig,5. (940116)

For further information, contact
Xicor, Ine., 1511 Buckeye Drive.
Mtlpttas CA 95035-7493, U.s.A. Tel.
408/432-8888, fax 408/432-0640.
Xicor Ltd., Hawkins Hause, 14 Black
Bourton Road, Carterton OXI8 3QA,
England. Tel. (01993) 844435, fax:
(01993) 841029.

Fig.5. Printed circuit board designed tor the
80C31/SLlC controller (board available
ready-made, see page 78).
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MORSE DECODER
Some of you may call them hopelessly old-fashioned, but they
can still be heard at many frequencies when tuning across the
short-wave bands, those unsurpassed long and short tones
used to convey messages by radio. Telegraphy, or morse, still
exists in the face of the tremendous strides that have been
made in modern communication technology. The morse
decoder described in this article is available as a kit from
Velleman distributors, and enables those cryptic tones from
your communication receiver to be deciphered, and turned
into text on a liquid crystal display.

Design: © '94 Velleman N.V., Belgium.

MORSE or telegraphy code is a
communication method developed

at a time when It was impossible to
convey speech reliably over large dts-
tances using radio links. The morse
transmitter is the simplest type of
transmitter in cxistence because basi-
cally il is switched on and off by a
morse key. Using a relatively simple
protocol, the 26 letters in the alphabet,
numbers 0 through 9, and a number of
punctuatron signs, are encoded into a
series of short and lang tones, which
are often called 'dots' (short tones) and
'dashes' (lang tones).
Morse transrntsstons can be re-

cerved in the short-wave and long-wave
bands ustng a corrununication receiver
fitted wtth a narrow IF (intermediate
frequency) filter and a beat frequency
oscillator (BFO). Ta the untntttated.
morse code is just a sertes of mearung-
less tones. Experienced morse opera-
tors (or 'telegraphists'). however, are
capable of copying messages from very
weak signale buried under a lot of in-
terference. Meanwhile, they will chat
with you, write down the message and
smoke a cigarette. This proficiency
level and skill is impossible to achieve
without training and years of exper-t-
ence. Not surprtstngly. manyamateurs

prefer the automated solution, for
which the present morse decoder is the
perfect comparucn.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the morse de-
coder ts gtven in Fig. 1. Broadly speak-
ing, the schematic may be divided into
three parts. The circuit around IC2
turns the morse signal into a digital
pulse tratn. The digital circutt around
microcontroller IC] turns the digital
pulses into text wluch can be read on a
liquid crystal dtsplay (LCD). The dts-
play used ts capable of showing up to
16 characters on one line.
The third sectton of the circuit is the

power supply, which consists of a
matns transformer (2x8 V at 150 mAl,
a double-phase recttfier, and an tntc-
graled 5-V regulator. Obviously. the
transfonner may be replaced by a suit-
able matns adaptor wtth an output
voltage of between 9 and 12 V.
The input stage of the morse de-

coder ie simple, but effective. The ana-
logue signal picked up by the electret
microphone is applied to the input of
IC2 via a coupling capacltor. The
XR2211 in posttjon IC2 is an integrated
FSK (frequency-shift keying) dernodu-
lator Itone decoder from Exar. As
shown by the internal block diagram in
Fig. 2, this Je contatns all components
needed to use it as a tone decoder.
The design of a tone decoder should

take into account the wide frequency
spread of the morse tones. The actual
frequency of the morse tones produced
by the communication receiver is never
fixed because rt depends on the exact
tu nlng and, in same cases, the BFO
(beat frequency oscillator) setting.
Hence, the frequency to which the tone
decoder responds is made adjustable.
This adjustment is carried out with po-
tentiometers RV3 (frequency) and RV4
(lock range). Components C4, R11 and
RV3 turn the VCO (voltage controlled
oscillator) contamed in the XR2211
into a variable frequency oscillator.
The detector, another sub-circuit of the
XR2211, compares the frequency ofthe
oscillator output stgnal with that of the
morse tones picked up by the micro-
phone. Since the frequency of the
morse tones can vary considerably, a
certain capture range ts provided, the
span of which is deterrnined by Ra and
RV4. With the component values
shown, the decoder ts capable of lock-
ing on to frequencies between 77 Hz
and 240 Hz with RV3set to mtnjmum.
This capture range is changed to
550 Hz to 1720 Hz with RV3 set to
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MORSEDECODER
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Fig.1. Circuit diagram of the morse decoder, which ts available as a kit through Velleman distributors.

maxtrnurn. In both cases. the lock
range pot, RV 4, is set to maximum. The
adjustment of the two potentiometers
can be optimized as soan as a morse
transmission is picked up. and the first
characters start to appear on the LCD.
The two adjustments serve to minimize
the decoder's susceptibility to naise.
which ts unfortunately inherent to
radio stgnals.
The sensitivity of the decoder is ad-

justed with RV2. It is recommended to
use the lowes t posstble sensitivity
which allows a good degree of acoustic
cou pling to be achieved. As with the
prevtously mentioned frequency and
lock range adjustments. this helps to
keep the distorting effect of noise
sources beleaguering the morse srgnals
to aminimum. If desired, RI, RV2 and
the microphone may be omitted, and
replaced by a simple input stage with a
resistor of 47 k.Q to ground. Tlus allows
the decoder to be connected directly to
the receivers line output.
The correct operation of the tone de-

coder may be verified by looking at LED
LDj• If the LED lights in the rhythm of
the morse tones, you may safely as-
sume that the tuning and other adjust-
ments are correct or about correct.
Apart from to the LED driver, T" the
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morse signals are also applied to the
input of microcontroller ICI. The con-
troller runs at a clock of 6 MHz, and
turns the serial datastream at its input
into corresponding parallel codes
which can be recognized by the LCD.
Preset RV I serves to set the LCD con-
trast for the best legtbütty (brightness
trade-off. which will take you only half
aminute or so to find.
The microcontroller used here ts a

Type 8748 from lntel's MCS48 family.
The 8748 has on-board RAM and ROM.
The decoder software is located in
ROM, and has been developed by
Velleman N.V.
Components RlQ and CIl supply lhe

microcontroller with areset stgnal at
power-on. Diode DI ensures that ca-
pacttor CII is dtscharged raptdly when
the circuit is switched off. Capacitor
Cr i has a value of 10 ~F in the kit sup-
plied by Velleman. Based on practical
experience, we recommend changing
this into 100 f.1Fto ensure a more relt-
able reset.

Construction
Assembling the decoder is easy

ustng the components and the printed
circuit board contained in the kit. The

track layout and component mounttng
plan of the printed ctrcutt board de-
stgned for the morse decoder are
shown in Fig. 3. Construction IS
straightforward. and no problems are
expected to arise if you work carefully.
The LC display module is fitted on to

Tl.llt«>
CAPACITOR

lOO<
DETECT 3
FILTER

,""'RfStSTQR

L~ 5
DETECT
0IJn>IITS -~'

LODe
" OfTOUT

REF
va.TAGE
OUT

NO

~ 7 L.:....:::::;t~=:::=::r:J ~p t4PUT

949501-11

Fig. 2. Internal organization of the XR2211
FSK demodulator/tone decoder (courtesy
Exar).



RADIO AND TELEVISION

:--. ---~•
L!

Fig. 3. Track layout (reflected) and component mounting plan of the single-sided PCB in-
cluded in the kit.

Fig. 4. Completed morse decoder. If desired, the unit may be bullt into a suitable case.

the board with the aid of four peB pil-
lars. This is done after all other parts
have been mounted on the board. The
display is connected to the board via
short lengths of flexible wire. Insert the
spindles into the three presets on the
board, and connect the microphone via
a short length of screened wire, so that
it can be mounted close to the re-
ceiver's loudspeaker.
Apply power, and check that the dis-
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Morse, a simple code
The morse or telegraphy code was developed to convey messages over radio
and telegraph wire links with a very limited bandwidth. Apart frorn the complete
alphabet, the code set also includes numbers and a couple of punctuation slgns.
The complete morse alphabet was developed by Samuel Morse, who lived from
1791 to 1872. This American is also the inventor 01 the writing telegraph (1837).
All morse codes are a combination oftwo elementary characters: a dat (.) and a
dash (-). The dot has a length 01 one time unit, the dash, a length 01 three units.
The length 01 the pause between a dot and a dash, but also between a dot and a
dot, and a dash and a dash, is lixed at one unit. The length 01 the pause between
letters, numbers or slgns equals three units. Similarly, the pause between words
or number groups equals six (or seven) time units. The actual length (say, in ms)
01 the time unit is not defined, and is merely a relative indicator of the
transmission speed. In most cases, however, a time unit ls simply equal to a dot.

Letters Punctuation signs
A _ ........ -
B ? .... -_ ...
C _._. ( _._- ..
D -< < ) _. __ .-
E ._._.-
F -_ .._-
G • _e ._e

H ·... ._--_.
I - ..--
J ---- / --.-.
K + ._-_.
L ·- .. --_ ...
M x - ..-
N
0 --- Special codes
p

___ e

Warntng .-..-
Q __ e_ Error ••••••••
R <-< Repeat " " " "
S Wait (AS) .- ...
T Break (BK) _e. e_e_

U Copted (VE) ...-.
V ...- Transmisston
W received (R) "-0
X _ ..- Start of
y ---- rnessage (RA) _e_e_

Z ---. End of
message (AR) e_e_e

Numbers End of
1 ----- transmission (K) -"-
2 .._-- End of
3 ·.._- transrmsston (KN) _e __ e

4 ....- Clostng stgn (SK) •• e_e_

5 Transmitter
6 _ .... c1osedown (CL) _e_ •• _e

7 -_ ...
8 --_ ..
9

____ e

0 -----

play reads 'Velleman kit'. This indi-
cates that the hardware is operational.
Swttch off agatri.

Adjustment
Before you can start adjustlng the var-
iDUS controls on the morse decoder. it
ts necessary to tune to a strong, clear,
morse transmisston. In many cases,
these can be picked up from Coast
Guard and strnilar utility stations
transmitting at countless frequencies
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across the short-wave bands. The pro-
totype of the kit assembled in our de-
stgn laboratory was tested with the
morse stgnals received from
Scheveningen Radio (PCH20) coast
guard on 4,250 kHz. Set the receiver to
CW mode, or SSB ustng the BFO, and
adjust the tuning until the morse tones
sound as clear as possible. Some back-
ground noisc is normal and no cause
for alarm. In any case, make sure you
use a good antenna, and select a sta-
tion which remains on the air for some

MORSE DECODER

Fig. 5. The morse decoder in action. Any
morse signal can be picked from the 'aether',
decoded into text, and thrown on to a
scrolling LCdisplay for you to read.

time (in most cases, that will be a uttl-
ity statton. not a radio amateur).
Next. switch on the morse decoder.

After the test niessage 'Velleman ktt',
the decoded text should scroll along
horizontally across the display. Using
the LED as an lndicator, the best pos-
sible adjustment of the tone frequency
and the lock range will soon be found.
Reduce the receiver volume, or the de-
coder senstüvtty. tf the LED appears to
light continuously, smce that indicates
that the circuit is bemg overdrtven. If
the LED is nearly always out, the mi-
crophone does not pick up enough stg-
nal, and the acoustic coupling should
be examined. •



PARAMETERS

DIFFERENTIAL PROBE
FOR OSCILLOSCOPES

Design by H. Bonekamp

The probe described overcomes several of the shortcomings
of the probe supplied with many oscilloscopes. It is a

10:1/100:1 design that enables floating measurements to be
carried out. Its presettable attenuation to 10V or 100 V and its
facility for floating measurements makes it also suitable for

measuring high voltages.

"l.'I ]hen the resistive or capacitive load
VV connected to many oscilloscopes is
too Iarge, serious measurement errors
may QCCUf. Moreover. the voltage range
on many oscilloscopes is limtted to 5 V
graticuJes. so that the maximum voltage
that can be measured ts 40 V. Thts is, of
course, improved by the supplied 10: 1
probe to 400 V, but even this ts inade-
quate for many applications. Another
problem with a number of osci1loscopes
is created by tbe external (mains) eartb
bemg permanentiy connected to tbe ground
of the instrument. Since. moreover, the
equipment on which measurements are
carrted out 18 often also connected to the
matns earth, a potentially dangerous sit-
uation may artsewhen very high voltages
are measu red. This also means that mea-
surements are always referred to earth:
in matns-operated apparatus it Is virtu-
ally impossible to measure the potential
between two randorn points.

Differential measurements
Measurements not referred to earth can
be made only by ustug a differential probe,
Such a probe has lwo prods, each ofwhich
'floats' with respect to earth. An accurate
differential amplifier /buffer ensures tbat

Attenuation
~n
Cin
Uin (differential)
Uin (common mode)
Bandwidtb

CMRR

Accuracy [eee text)
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the probe is provtded witb tbe true po-
tential difference between tbe prods.
Differential probes wtth presettable at-
tenuator are commercially available, but
tend to be fairly expensive. The present
probe is considerably less so,
Since the probe must not noticeably

load the equipment on test, tts Input re-
sistance is high and its input capacitance
low.Moreover, the Input is frequency com-
pensa ted to ensure that linear perfor-
mance is obtatned over a Widefrequency
range. The attenuator networks for each
prod are as nearly equal as possible.
Moreover, the cornmon-mode suppres-
ston ts high.

The circuit
The circuit-see Fig. l-i5 based on spe-
cial dual differential amplifier IC]. This rs
a wide-band device that provides accu-
rate processtng ofa differential Input sig~
na!. Moreover. it attenuates cornmon-
mode stgnals up to very high frequenctes.
Basically, tt consists of two separate dif-
ferential amplifiers followed by a common
buffer. Pins 1 and 2 respectively form the
+ve and -ve inputs of one and pins 3 and
4 those ofthe other. The common output
is available at pin 7. Feedback network
RIO-R]] fixes tbe amplification al x2, 111e
potential divider at pin 4 ensures accu-
rate compensation ofthe d.c. offset Iowmg
to tbe offset current. tbe value of Rg is
equal to that of RIO and R]] in parallel).
The attenuator networks are situated

between IC] and connector K] (to which
the test prods are connected). They con-
sist of precision resistors RI-R7' Frequency
compensation is provided by capacitors
C]-Cs- With values as specified, tbe input
resistance is about 2 MO:and the input
capacitancearound 2.5 pF. Moreover, the
specified values ensure that the time con-
stants in the probe are deterrmned by the
actual cornponents rather than by para-
sitic effects.
Since for good common-mode sup-

pressten equality of the networks Ia im-
perative, one has a fixed 10-0: resistor
(R,), whereas the corresponding (20-Q)
resistance in the other is variable (PI)'
This arrangement makes it possible for
any measurement error to be nullified.

100: 1 or 10: 1
2 MQ (approx)
<2.5 pF (wtthout test leads]
450 V peak; 450 V r.m.s,
700 V peak; 500 V r.m.s.
20 MHz (100: 1)
15 MHz (10: 1)
80 dB (up to 100 kHz)
60 dB (up to 1 MHz)
40 dB (up to 10 MHz)
0.6% max (100: 1)



Moreover, variable capacitors C4 and Cg
enable equality of the networks to be
achieved at high frequencies.
Although the wanted maximum at-

tenuatton factor ts 100:1, the input at-
tenuator is set to 200: 1. This ts to keep
the differential input voltage oflCI within
ltmtts: the AD830 has internal limtttng
that comes into operation when the level
of the differential signal reaches 2.3 V.
As the arnpliflcatton of the device Is x2,
the final attenuation ts 100: 1.
Because of the tnternal ltrrutmg tn ICI,

tt is not possible to switch the input at-
tenuator to 10: 1 without degradation of
the common-mode suppression. This is
resolved by addmg amplifier IC2. The am-
plification of this stage can be switched
between 1 and 10. so that the attenua-
tion can be swttched between 10: 1 and
100: 1. So as to affect the bandwidth of
IC2 as Itttle as posstble. the input rests-
tance, rather than the feedback rests-
tance, is swttched (by SI) between 1 k11
(Rd and 10011 (R12 in parallel with RI3)'
The output impedance of the probe is

C' C2
4p7 4p7

1--1
400V 400V

Rl R2

499k 499k

Kl

R1 R3, RS...R7:: 0.1%

R9 R1S " 1%

RB, R16:: S%

DIFFERENTIAL PROBE FOR OSCILLOSCOPES

50 11(RI5) to ensure good matching to
RG58 coaxial cable.
The operattng voltage for the probe is

provtded by a standard supply. The two
power lines are stabützed by regulators
IC3and IC4. Each rectifier diode is shunted
by a capacitor to eliminate any spurtaus
stgnals. Diode D1 functtons as an on/off
indicator.
Note that each of the ICs is individu-

ally decoupled for r.f. by Cl7-CIS and
C19-C20respectively: this measure is nec-
essary with fast devices.
As already stated, attenuator resistors

RI-R7 are close-tolerance (0.1%) types,
whereas Rg-RI4 are precision (1%)types.
This gtves an overall measurement ac-
curacy of 4.2%, whtch is an acceptable
practical value. If maximum accuracy
(0.6% in the 100: 1 position and 1.6% in
the 10: I position) is requtred. Rg-RI4must
also be 0.1% types. If 0.1% resistors can
not be obtained, RJ-R7 may be 1% types,
but the value of R, and PI must then be
increased 10 100 11and 200 11respect-
ively. This not only degrades the mea-

+ 15V
15V

+ 5'

C17

loon

t
<±l

2 ICl
3

4
AD830AN

0
5

118

100n

15V

C9...C12 = 4x 47n

T,'

2x lSV
OVA

surement accuracy. but may also affect
the equallty ofthe networks adversely and
reduce the common-mode attanuation.

Construction
The probe, mcludtng its power supply, ts
best built on the prtnted-ctrcujt board
shown in Fig. 2. Because ofthe high srg-
nal frequenctes likely to be encountered,
mount the ICs dtrectly on to the board:
da not use sockets. A number of compo-
nents must be soldered at both sides of
the board. Since, for safety's sake, con-
ductors carrymg high voltages must be
separated by ~ 6 mm. remove the centre
terminal of terminal block KI' Mount SI
direcUy on to the board and sold er tts
metal case to earth.
When all components have been fit-

ted, three tin plate screens have to be in-
stalled: one araund each of the attenua-
tor networks and one around the active
circuits, These screens are shown in Fig. 2
and Fig, 3. They must be about 15 mm
high and be provided with holes for ad-

15V
+

rcs
7815

·)f-~O .h>--1--{·...

...
L---------~~O .~~--_{-15V

7915

C14 IC< C16

940018 - 11
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01the differential probe lor oscilloscopes.



Calibration must be carrted
out with SI in position 10: 1.
It is advisable to let the probe
warm up for about 15 min-
utes before starting the cal-
ibration.
Short-circuit both input

terminals to earth. Connect
the probe output to an oscil-
loscope or millivoltmeter set
to its most sensitive d.c. range.
Adjust P2 until the d.c. (off-
set) measured is zero.
Interlink the input termi-

nals and apply a direct volt-
age or low-frequencyvoltage
between this link and earth.
Connect the probe output to
an oscilloscope or millivolt-
meter set to its most senst-
tive d.c. range. Adjust PI for
zero reading. This sets the
common-mode rejection
ratio (CMRR) at low fre-
quencies.
Connect a 1 kHz square

wave signal between input
1 and earth. Connect the output of the
probe to an oscilloscope. Adjust C4 until
the oscilloscope shows a neat square wave.
Then do the same at input 2. This sets
the frequency compensation.
Interlink the input terminals and con-

I TEST & MEASUREMENT

justing C4• CS' PI and P2. as
weIl as for accepting the spin-
dle of S]. Solder them to pins
placed in suitable positions
on the board. Make sure that
the distance between com-
ponents and screens is not
less than 6 mm. Cover the
compartments so formed with
a tinplate lid soldered in place.
Fit a tin plate screen (of

which the edges have been
bent at rtght angles) over the
track side of the board. Cover
the inside of this lid with 'a
sheet of thin polythene to en-
sure that the screen does not
short circuit any of the tracks
or sold er pads.
The board is intended to

be fitted in an man-made fibre
enclosure of 150x80x55 mm
(6x31/sx23h6 in). The en-
closure may be finished at
the front and side as shown
in Fig. 4.
Connect the prods to ter-

minal block K1 via 30 cm
lengths offlexible multi-strand
cable. Connect the probe to
the oscilloscope via a 60 cm
lengtri ofRG58 coaxial cable.
Terrninate this cable at one
end into a BNCconnector and.
solder the other end to plns
PC 1 and PC2 on the PCB.

Ca libration

o o o
0-0

0

" 0

I 1I

~
940018 0-0

0 0

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board tor the differential probe tor oscilloscopes.

nect the probe output to an oscilloscope.
Inject a 1 MHz sine wave stgnal between
the linked inputs and earth. Carefullyad-
just C4 and Cs in turn until the ampli-
tude of the signal on the oscilloscope is
as small as feasible. This sets the com-

mon-mode rejection ratio at high fre-
quencies. Check the setting of the fre-
quency compensation.
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Parts list
Resistors:
RI, R2' R5' Rs ~ 499 lill, 0.1%
R3, R7~ 4.99 lill. 0.1%
R<j~ lOQ, 1%
Rs ~ 330 lill, 5%
Rg ~ 249 Q, 1%
RIO,RII ~ 499 Q, 1%
R12,RI4 ~ 1.00 lill, 1%
RI3 ~ 110 Q, 1%
RI5 ~ 49.9 Q, 1%
RI6 ~ 1.2 lill, 5%
Pt -:::::20 Q multiturn preset
P2 ~ 20 lill multiturn preset

Capacitors:
CI, C2, C5, C6~ 4.7 pF, 400 V.cerarruc
C3, C7~ 390 pF, ceramte
C4, Cg ~ 120 pF trimmer
C9-C12 ~ 47 nF
C13,CI4 ~ 100 j.lF. 40 V, radial
C15,CI6 ~ 10 j.lF, 16 V, radial
ClrC20 ~ 100 nF

Semiconductors:
BI ~ B80CI500
DI ~ LED, 5 rnrn, red

Integrated circuits:
ICI ~ AD830AN
IC2~ AD844AN
IC3~ 7815
IC4~ 7915

Miscellaneous:
KI = 3-way terminal block, pttch 5 mm
(remove centre terminal)

K2~ z-way terminal block, pitch 7.5 mm
SI ~ single-pole slide swttch
PCI, PC2 ~ solder pin
Tr , = mains transformer, 2x15 V, 3 VA
Enclosure 150x80x55 mm
(6x31/sx23h6 in)
(for instance Bopla Type E440BB-in
UK available Irorn Phoenix Mecano,
telephone 0296 398 853)

PCB Ref.9400 18
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Fig, 3, Completed prototype with lid removed; note the three screened boxes.

MAINS

o POWER
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1/100

DIFFERENTIAL
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBE

E9 OFFSET

E9 CMRR

PEAK700V
RMS500V

Fig, 4, Suggested side and front panel marking (not available ready rnade).



GENERAL PURPOsE SENSOR
MONITOR

•

Sensors and transducers are interesting electronic devices to
work with, but the snag is that their output signal invariably
requires a made-to-measure amplifier that enables an indicator
circuit to be driven. LDRs, temperature sensors, strain gauges,
they all need an amplifier with very specific characteristics.
The amplifier described here is designed to handle almost any
sensor signal, has adjustable switching thresholds, and will be
invaluable for quick experiments with a wide variety of
sensors, both polarized and unpolarized.

Design by M. Haas

THE heart of the ctrcutt shown in
Fig. 1 is formed by the trusty 741

opamp. IC4. Hefe. the 741 is wired as a
comparator with hysterests. The sen-
sor voltage arrives at the non-tnverung
Input. pin 3. via a lew-pass ftlter. Ra-
C3• which serves to suppress fast sig-
nal variations. The inverting input of
the opamp, pin 2, is held at a reference
level which ts adjustable with preset
PI' As lang as the voltage on ptn 3 is
lower than that on pin 2, the output of

the 741. pin 6, will remain low (approx.
o V). The output swings high (to about
10 V) if the voltage on pin 3 is htgher
than that on pin 2.
Hysteresis is introduced by R7 and

P2 which feed a small portion of the
output voltage back to the input. The
opamp output voltage is fed lo two
NAND Schmitt trigger gates. lCl, and
leid, via lew-pass filter Ra-es. The two
gates are inverters, and allow a stngle
jumper to select between a relay whieh

is normally energized or normally 0[[.
The ehoice between jumper A or B de-
pends on the comparatcr's output level
under normal conditions, and. thus.
on the type of sensor used.
The relay is driven by transistor Tl

via resistor Rg. LED D2 gtves an extra
indication of the current relay state (on
or off]. Sinee the relay coil current is
greater than the maximum perrnissible
current through the LED. the two de-
vices can not be connected in series
just like that. Shunt reststor RiOpre-
vents a too high voltage acrosa the LED
[i.e., too much CU1Tentthrough the de-
viee).
The relay contacts are brought out

to pins on conneetor K2. The pin
marked 'P' is the pole, while 'NO' and
'Ne' mark the normally open and nor-
mally closed contact respectively .
Although the contacts of the relay

mentioned in the parts list are, in prin-
crple. capable of switching the matns
voltage. that should not be attempted
for the sake of safety. If you still wish
to switeh mains opera ted loads, mount
the relay off the board, in aseparate,
ABS, enc1osure. For the sake of safety,
use grommets and strain reliefs for the
mains wiring, and isolate the relay pins
with heat -shrtnk sleevtng.

Bistable
The output signal of the comparator Is
also used to clock a D-type bistable,
lC2b. Because the D (data) input of the
bistable (pin 9) ts tied permanently to
the + IO-Vsupply ra.il, the Q output will
go high on the first positive-going edge
of the clock slgnal. The high level of Q
is used to drive T2 into saturation.
whereupon LED D3 lights. Thai condi-
tton Is maintained until the circutt is
reset manually by pressing swttch SI'
The LED so indieates that the circuit
was aetuated at least onee, whieh is
very useful if It ts used as a sensor
monitor which operates unattended for
long periods. Note that such a memory
function ean not be obtained from the
relay. because that is simply a 'slave' to
the eomparator output.

Inputs
The input of the sensor monitor con-
ststs of four electroruc swttches. IC3a-
rC3d• and an oseillator built around
ICla and leib' The oscillator supplies a
square wave stgnal wtth a frequeney of
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GENERAL PURPOSE SENSOR MONITOR

IC3a

IC3b
K1

IC3c

,,
IC2a
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BC550C , BC557

IC3d

,I,
B

K2

rct = 4093
IC2" 4013
IC3 = 4066
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a '
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Fig. 1, The circuit ccnststs of a comparator, a relay, and tour electronic switches driven by an asciIIator.

about 1 Hz. This stgnat is fed to
bistable IC2a• whtch divides it by two.
arid provides two complementary out-
put signals with a frequency of 0.5 Hz,
and a duty factor of 0.5. These signals
are available on outputs Q [pin 1) and
Cl [pin 2). and contral the four elec-
tronie switches contained in re3.
Assuming that output Q ts high, and

Q low, switches IC3b and IC3d are
closed. arid the other two, open. In
other words. the 'Ieft-hand' siele of the
sensor (which is wired to Kj}, is con-
nected to the +10 V line via ICsb and
resistor R:3. while the 'rtght-hand' siele
ts taken to ground via IC3d.
One second later, this situation is

reversed: the Q output of IC2a is logic
high, switches IC3aand le3eare closed,
and the other two, opened. The right-
hand side of the sensor Is then con-
nected to the +10-V ratl via le3e and
R3, while tho other side is connected to
ground via IC3a. In other words. the
sensor connectrons are 'reversed' at a
rate of 0.5 Hz. The purpose of this
arrangement will be discussed further
on.
Low-pass filter ~-C3 prevents the

comparator from noticing the opentng
and clostng of the electronic switches

r
I
I
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(unless the sensor is a polarized type.
which will also be reverted to below).

Power supply
The circuit is powered bya ready-made
mains adaptor, which is safer and (in
many cases) less expensive than a sep-
arate transformer. The type of adaptor
required is one with a direct output
voltage between 11 V and 26 V. The
adaptor output is stepped down to
10 V by a three-ptn Ilxed voltage regu-
lator Type L481O. The more common
7810 is not used here because tt would
require an input voltage of at least
13 V. which means that at least 3 V is
'wasted'. By contrast. the L4810 Intro-
duces a voltage drop of only 1 V. which
means that less supply power is
needed.

Applications
To start with, It ts. of course, posstble
to use two electrodes to form a sensor.
This could be used to monitor the con-
ductivity or concentration of a certain
soluticn. Alternatively, you may want
to use an LDR (light-dependent rests-
tor), which has a high resistance in the

dark. and a low resistance in the light.
Consequently, the sensor voltage at the
comparator input will be high in the
dark, and low in the light.
A potentiometer may also be used as

a positioning sensor to check the oper-
ation of a mechanical devtce. For tern-
perature measurements, an NTC
(negative temperature coefricient) or a
PTC (positive tcmperature coefficient)
resistor may be connected up.
The above sensors are a11non-polar-

tzed. Consequently, they pass current
in both directions. and may be con-
nected both ways around. Polarized
sensors mayaiso be used. The stm-
plest of these Ia created by connecting
a diode in series with the previously
mentioned LDR. Consequently. current
can flow in one direction only. That has
the following effect: as it grows dark,
the sensor voltage rises to a level where
the comparator toggles. and the relay
ts energrzed (or de-energtzed, depend-
tng on whtch jumper ts fitted).
However, as soon as the polarity of the
sensor is reversed (by the oscillator
and the electronic swttches}. the com-
parator will toggle agatn. This on Zoff
change is repeated over and over agatn.
so that the relay ts switched on and off
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19161071

Fig. 2. Track layout (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the PCS designed for
the sensor monitor (PCS not available ready-made).

at a rate of 0.5 Hz. In certain cases,
this may boost the attention drawing
effect of, for instance, an alarm siren
connected to the relay contacts. The
'trick' may also be applied to the previ-
ously mentioned 'positioning' poten-
tiometer.
A photodiode forms a polarized sen-

sor without the help of an extra diode.
Photodiodes may be connected either
way around, taking into account that
the operation of the relay changes 180
degrees. The same may, of course, be
achieved by moving the jumper to the
other position, or by swapping the NO
and NC relay contacts.

Construction

The artwork of the printed circuit
board destgned for the sensor monitor
is shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, this
board is not available ready-made
through the Readers Services, so that
you have to produce it yourself from
the drawings given, or build the circult
on prototyping board.
The board is populated in the usual

way, that is, starting with the wire
links and the low-profile parts, fol-
lowed by the taller parts. The ICs are
fitted last.
After a careful: check on the solder

work and the orientation of the polar-

ized components, the board may be fit-
ted into suitable enclosure. The photo-
graph in Fig. 3 shows our prototype,
which may gtve you further ideas as re-
gards construction. The circuit is then
almost ready for use.

Adjustment
The reference voltage at the inverting
input of the comparator may be varied
between about 2 V and 7.3 V with pre-
set PI' To enable the comparator to
toggle, the sensor output voltage must
lie in this range. Remember, the sensor
forms a voltage divider together with R3
uoo kQ). Consequently, to enable a
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GENERAL PURPOSE SENSOR MONITOR

o
POWER

o
ACTIVE

EB
RESET

o
RELAY

Fig. 3. Suggested front panel layout.

suitable swttchtng threshold to be set.
the sensor must have an impedance
between about 32 kQ and 270 kQ. A
sensor having an impedance of be-
tween !O kQ and 20 kQ ts. therefore.
not su ttable straight away, because
then the voltage at the non-inverting
Input of the comparator can never be-
come high enough for the comparator
to toggle. Ifyou still want to use such a
sensor. you have to change the value of
R3 to satisfy the following two equa-
tians:

Rsens(maJ/(Rsens(maxj+R3) x 10 V "'"7.3 V.

Briefly, thts means that the voltage di-
vider forrned by R3 and the sensor has
to be calculated agam, whereupon the
switching threshold and the amount of
hysterests can be adjusted with PI and
P2 respectively.
Correct adjustments of these two

presets is awarded with good sensitive
and an accurate swttchmg point with-
out relay 'chatter'.

Rsens(mlnj/{Rsens(minj+R3) x 10 V=:2 V;
Electrodes

and
Measuring the concentration of a
saline solution is possible by measur-

Fig. 4. Completed prototype.

ing its conducttvtty. Two electrodes (for
instance, copper ones) are immersed in
the solution, a current is sent through
thern, and the voltage drop is mea-
sured. Since pure water does not con-
duct, the resistance formed by the
solution, and therefore the voltage
across the electrodes, ts a measure of
the concentration of 'salt' ions in the
soluuon. Ordinary tap water conducts
only because it contains a fair concen-
tration of dissolved salts, and, there-
fore, many (positive or negative) Ions.
The sensor monttor could be used to

keep a eontinuous check on a certain
concentration level. Unfortunately,
electrolysis occurs readily if a direct
current is sent through the electrodes.
Electrolysis causes a number of chemt-
cal reactions to oecur at the electrodes.
The result ts usually gas, the gradual
dissolving of one electrode, and de-
posits of metal ions on the other elec-
trode. Obviously, these effects can
easily distort the results of the conduc-
tivity measurement.
Fortunately. the above problems are

easily avoided by using alternatmg
current instead of direet current. In
practice, this minirnizes the effects of
electrolysis at the electrodes, provided
the frequency of the current is high
enough. It seems that about 100 Hz is
the absolute minimum tor such mea-
surements, which means that the 0.5-
Hz signal produced in the switching
ctrcutt at the input of the present mon-
ttor Is wide off the mark. To change the
switching frequency to about 100 Hz.
the values of the timing components in
the oscillator are modified as folIows:
RI=R2=39 kQ; Cj=lO nF. Professional
instruments of this type often use a
much higher switching frequency: up
to 10 kHz! •
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80C535 HARDWARE/ASSEMBLER
COURSE

PART3: INTRODUCTION TO COMPAREjCAPTURE UNIT (CCU) AND
INTERRUPTS

Since the CCU (comparejcapture unttl
of the 80C535 is functionaJly related to
tnterrupts in general, these tWD sub-
jects are dtscussed alongside each
other in the present course instalrnent.
When used in capture mode, the CCU
enables, for instance. aceurate time
measurements to be performed by soft-
ware. Similarly, the compare mode
may be used to program a generator for
variable pulsewidth stgnals. The timing
of the CCU is arranged by Timer 2 in
the 80C535. Same of the features of
Timer 2 will be discussed here. Only a
handful of components, and simple
programs. are required to become Ia-
miliar with the ins and outs of the
CCU. As usual, the relevant programs
may be found on your course disk.

The extended interrupt
system
Ta same of you, same interrupts may
already be farnlliar. for instance, lhose
related to Tirner 0 and Timer 1, and the
external tnterrupts (P3.2=INTO and
P3.3=lNTl). From the 805l/80C32 as-
sembler course, you may also remem-
ber that individual tntcrrupt events
cause bits in the special Iunctton regts-
ter TCON to be set. Provided the rele-
vant interrupt has been enabled by
setttng the corresponding bits in the
JENregister. an tnterrupt is then actu-
ally generated. In the 80C535. this sys-
tem has been extended with a couple of
interrupl sourees. The extended archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 5. Special at-
tention should be drawn to the new
extern al interrupts IEX2 to IEX6,
which correspond to port btts P1.0 to
PJ.4 (although differently numbered).
As illuslrated in Fig. 6, the interrupt
event then sets the corresponding bit is
the IRCON regtster at address OCOH.
Bits JEX2 to IEX6 are automatically
cleared when the interrupt routine is
finished. Allernatively. they may be set
and resel via software. To be able to
enable these interrupts, the relevant
bits in the JENOor JENl register (see
Fig. 7) must be set. Remember. to be
able to enable interrupts at all. the EAL
bit (bit 7 in IENO)must be set.
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Software by Dr, M. Ohsmann

Some of you may alreacty have no-
ticed that the port bits of Port 1 have a
number of additional functions in the

80C535. If one of these port !ines is to
be used as an input (which includes its
use as an interrupt input), the output

TIMERO
üverftcv ----------1

TIMER1
Overflow ----------1
Receiver

SERIAL PORT --I
Transmitter

TlMER2
O"erflow

AID - Ionvetter

P1.4I1NT2 --4
nCONS

tempere 0

Pl0/INTl/CCO _L-4
nCON.6

Ccmpcre 1

Pll/INT4/((l _.L __ -I

tempere 2

P'.2I1NTSiCC2 --'---~

tempere 3

PUIINT6/C(3 _L __ ~

920152·14

Fig. 5. Schematic showing the interrupt sources which can be used with the 80C535.



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

Special Function Register IRCON (Address OCOH)

OC7H OC6H OCSH OC4H OC3H OC2H OC1H OCOH

Bit Function

lADe AfO converter interrupt request Ilag. Set by hardware at the end
of a converslon. Mus! be cteared by sottware.

IEX2 Externat interrupt 2 edge Ilag. Set by hardware when extemal
interrupt edge was detected or when a compare event occurred at
pin 1.4/lNT2#/CC4. Cleared when interrupf processed.

IEX3 Exlernal interrupt 3 edge Ilag. Set by hardware when external
interrupt edge was cetected or when a compare event occurred at
pin I.Q/INT3#/CCO. Cleared when interrupl proceased.

IEX4 Externat interrupt 4 edge Ilag. Set by hardware when externat
inlerrupt edge was detected cr when a compare event occurred at
pin 1.1/fNT4fCC1. Oleared when Interrupf processed.

IEXS Externat lnterrupt 5 edge !lag. Set by hardware when externe!
inlerrupt edge was detected or when a compare event occurred at
pin 1.2fINTS/CC2. Oleared when interrupt processed.

IEX6 Externat interrupl 6 edge Ilag. Set by hardware when extern at
interrupt edge was detected or when a compare event occurred at
pin 1.3/INT6/CC3. Oleared when interrupt processed.

TF2 Timer 2 overflow flag. Set by a firner 2 overüow. Must be cleared
by sonware. If the timer 2 interrupt rs enabled, TF2 = 1 will cause
an interrupt.

EXF2 Timer 2 extema! reload Ilag. Set when a reload is caused by a
negative transiticn on pin T2EX while EXEN2 :: 1. When the nmer 2
interrupt Is enabled, EXF2 = 1 will cause the CPU 10 vector the
timer 2 interrupt routlne. Can be used as an additional extemal
interrupt when the reload funclion ts not used. EXF2 must be
cleared by software.

Fig.6. Interrupts cause certain bits in the IRCON register to be set.

920152·15

state of the a.ssoctated pin must be
programmed as T Ilogtc high).
Fortunately, that is the default statc
after areset, so no extra programmtng

ts required. However, if the port was
previously used as an outpu t. it is rec-
ommended to return the relevant ptns
to 'Input' (1) by exphctt programming,

80C535 PROGRAMMING

You need the following to be able to
follow the 80C535 hardware/assembler
course:

Hardware:
- An 80C535 single-board computer as
described in Elektor Electronics
February 1994.
- An IBMPC or compatible with aserial
port on COM1: or COM2:.

Software:
- Courseware disk (5.25 inch, 360K
MSDOS f'ormatl.
- EMON52 system EPROM, fitted on
80C535 SBC.

The coursewäre disk and EPROM are
available as a set under order code 6221.
The disk is also available separately under
order code 1811. For prices and ordering
information, see page 70.

JOIN THE COURSEI

to make absolutely sure that they are
inputs after areset. That is also neces-
sary If you want to use the alternative
output functions of these pins, for in-
stance, if pulsewidth modulated srg-
nals are genera ted (see example
program 535XMP05.A51 on your disk].
The address vectors for different

types of interrupt rouünc are shown in
Fig, 8. As with the 80C32, we are faced
with a problem: since the monitor
EPROM will normally reside at the ad-

Special Function Register IENO (Address OASH)

OAFH OAEH OADH OACH OABH OAAH OA9H DA8H

OASH ....:E~A2'--.lI%fi#tf1l'"""""'-...::E~"'---LE~S=0--.l...::E~T~'...L_E~'_'--"_E_T_o~l_E_'_O~
IENO

Iill] nus bu 15 not osec tor mterrupt ecrurot

Bit Function

EXO Enables er disabfes exreroai mtenupt O.
H EXO '" O. extemal mterrupt 0 IS cnsatnec.

ETO Enables 01 crsabres Ihe umer 0 overtlow interrupt
II ETO '" O. Ihe umer 0 mterrupt 15 disabled.

EX' Enables or disables external lnterrupt 1.
IlEX 1 = O. extemal mrenupt ' IS disabfed

ET1 Enables or osabres töe umer 1 overücw mterrupt.
fI ETI =0. the urner 1 mterrupt is disabled.

ESO Enables er osaores the se-rar channel 0 mtenupt.
1I ESO = 0, me sertar channel 0 «uemot IS disablad.

ET2 Enables er disables tne umer 2 cverucw er estemal reload
mterrupt. U ET2 =0. me timer 2 mterrupt is osabrso.

EAC Enables 01 osaores an mrenopts. 11EAL" O. no interrupt will be
acknowledged. 11EAL" 1. each mterrupt source IS rndivldually
enabled or otsabieo by sening or clearing I\S enable bit

OSOHDBFH OBEH

Special Function Register IEN1 (Address OB8H)

OB9H D8SHOBCH OBSH OBAH

08SH I EXEN2 ~ EX, EXS IENt

~ This on ts nOI used lor irnerrupt ccnucl

811 Function

EADe Enables or disables ne AJO converter interrupt.
If EADe" O. the MD oonvertee tnter-upr is enabled.

EX' Enables or disables exremar interrupl zzcapture compare
tnterrupr 4. U EX2 = 0, externat Inter-upt 2 is crsamec.

EX3 Enables oe disables esten-er inlerrupl 31caplurefcompare
lntenupr O. u EX3 "0. eetemat irverrupt 3 ts disabled

EX' Enables or osabres extemal interrupt 4tcapturelcompare
jnterrupt O. If EX4 '" 0, estemal lruenupt 4 IScrsacreo.

EX5 Enables or disables extemal ioterrupt 51caplurelcompare
lnterrupt O. II EX5 "0. extemat inlerrupl 5 ISdisabled.

EX6 Enables or disables extemat interrupt 61caplurelcompare
lnterrupt O. If EX6 ,,0. extenar lnlerrupt 6 is disabled.

EXEN2 Exables or disables the limer 2 extemal relcad tntenupt,
EXEN2 '" 0 disables the timer 2 extemar reload interrupt
The enemar reioeo lunction is not alfected by EXEN2.

Fig.7. Registers IENO and IEN1 are used to enable interrupts.

920152·29
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Interrupt request flags Interrupt vector address Interrupt source

IEü 0OO3H Externat interrupt 0

TFO OOOBH Timer overüow

IE1 0013H External interrupt 1

TF1 001BH Timer 1 overtlow

RIOITIO 0023H Serial channel 0

TF21EXF2 002BH Timer 2 overf!ow ext. reroao
lADe 0043H ÄI0 converter

IEX2 004BH External mterrupt 2

IEX3 0053H External interrupl 3

IEX4 005BH Externat interrupt 4

IEX5 0063H Extemal interrupt 5

IEX6 006BH External interrupt 6

RI11T11 0083H Settal channel 1

CTF 009BH Compare timer overflow

920152·16

Fig.8. Overview of fixed interrupt vector addresses.

P1.71T2
Counter

Timet 2

-:

EXEN2

.----- .
Pl.5fT2EX

Re-
L ----I1oad

,,L ------~

> 1

lnterrupt

Request

Fig. 9. Input circuit of counter/timer 2.

dresses shown in Fig. 8, the interrupt
routines seem out of YOUf control. This
problem is solved by the LINKmecha-
nism provided by the EMON51 monitor
EPROM, wh ich allows the interrupt
routtnes to be 'chatned'.
EMON51 is capable of setting up

links for 8031/8051 and 80C32 inter-

rupts only. By contrast. the new monr .
tor, EMON52. handles all 80C535 in-
terrupts also. Consequently, you must
use EMON52 instead of EMON51 if you
want to use the monitor to assist with
prograrnmtng interrupts which are
spectfic to the 80C535. Since it was de-
sired to enable readers in pos sessron of
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the 'old' monitor EPROM to follow the
present course without problems,
there are no example pro grams on the
course dtsk that make use of the ex-
tended interrupts offered by the
80C535_ Nonetheless, some know-how
on interrupts will be required to fu11y
understand the operation of Ttmcr 2
(fortunately. a corresponding interrupt
was already foreseen in the 'old' mont-
tor, EMON51)_
Owing to lack of space, the interrupt

priority asstgnment used in the
80C535 is not discussed in this
course. Details on this subject may be
found in the Siemens/Intel datasheets.

Timer 2: the CCU core
Before we run into a lot of confusion, it
should be made clear that the 8052
and 8032 microcontrollers also sport a
'Ttrner 2'_Timer 2 in the 80C535, how-
ever. works in a totally different way.
because tt ts controlled by other btts in
other SFRs_ The 80C535 ts. therefore,
not compatible with the 8052 in this
respect. It 15.however, compatible wtth
the 8051, simply because the latter
does not have a Timer 2.
For now, let us concentrate on

Timer 2 in the 80C535_ This is a Iß-btt
timer consistmg of SFRs TL2 (address
OCCH, LS counter byte) and TH2 (ad-
dress OCDH, MS counter byte). The
clock stgnal for Ttmer 2 can be derived
from different signals. The input ctrcutt
ts shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows
the configuration of the ttmer in 're-
load' mode, while Fig, 11 lists the
functton of the bits in the T2CON spe-
cial function regtster [at address
OC8H). which serves to contro I
Timer 2. As can be deduced from
Fig. 9, the timer clock Signal can be
generated in four ways. The selection is
made by programming btts I (T211)
and 0 (1'210)in reglster 1'2CON_

1. If botb bits are at 0, the counter
(timer) stops, smce it ls no Ionger sup-
plied with a clock signal.
2 The btt combination ·'01' selects the
so-called timer tunenon. when the in-
ternal clock ts used to clock the
counter. The internal clock Is the
quartz crystal frequency divided by 12_
Since a 12-MHz quartz crystal is used,
the internal clock is a I-MHz signal.
but only if the available divide-by-two
prescaler is switched off (bit 7=T2PS=0
in 1'2CON)_lf the prescaler is switched
on (by setting the T2PS bit), the inter-
nal clock frequency is lowered to
500 kl-Iz.
3, If btts T211 and T210 are gtven the
value '10', the so-called counter func-
tion is selected, when the Signal ap-
plied to the PI. 7/1'2 pin is used as a
clock, That allows Timer 2 to be used
to count external events, The counter
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Input
Clock

Tuner 2
Interrupt
Request

TL2 TH2

T2EX
Pl.5

Mode'

Mode 0

CRCL

EXEN2

Fig. 10. Tirner 2 in reload mode.

Special Functlon Register T2CON

OC8H
'---

These bits are not used in controlling the CCU.

Ttmer 2 contral register. Bil-addressable register which controts timer 2 function and

compare mode 01 registers GRG, Cel to CC3

T21t
o
o

Bit Function

T210
o
1

Timer 2 input setection
No input setected. timer 2 stets
Timer tuncttcn. Input frequency
= rosc 12 (T2PS = 0) or fosCi24 (T2PS = 1)
Counter tunenon. extema! input signal at ptn T2/Pt.7
Gated timer function, input controlled by pin T2IP1.7

o
1

T2Rl
o
1
1

T2RO
X
o
1

Timer 2 reload mode selection
Reload disabled
Mode 0: auto-retoao upon timer 2 overtlow (TF2)
Mode 1: reloao upon falling edge at pin T2EXlP1.5

T2CM Cornoare mode bit for reqisters CRC, CCl through CC3. When set.
compare mode 1 is seleeted. T2CM = 0 selects compare mode O.

T2PS Prescater serect bit. When set, timer 2 is ctocked in the "timer" er
"gated ttmer' runenon with 1!24 01 the oscütator Irequeney.
T2PS = 0 gates fOSc/12 10 timer 2. T2PS must be 0 for the
counter operation 01timer 2

920152" 19

Fig, 11, The functions of Timer 2 are controlled via bits in the T2CON register,

is clocked on the negative-going
(falIing) edge of the extern al signal. It
should be noted. however, that the
legte state of pin PI. 7 is detected only
onee during every maehine cycle.
Consequently, the maximum eount
rate equals 500 kl-Iz.Also. the 'low' and
'high' times of the input srgnal must
have a minimum length of one ma-
chine cycle, to enable a stgnal edge to

be detected. Remember. a maehine
cycle equals 12 times the quartz cycle
time, Le.. one rmcrosecond at the
quartz frequency used on the 80C535
SBC,
4, If T2Il and T210 are both at "l',
Timer 2 is programmed to function as a
'gated tirner' , In this mode, too, the in-
ternal clock (with or without the T2PS
prescaler) is used to clock the timer.
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However, the clock stgnal only reaches
the counter if PI. 7 is at '1', This mode
may be used. for instance, to dcter-
mine the pulse/pause ratio of stgnals.
That also concludes the discussion of
the different types of signal that may
be used to clock Timer 2. The T2CM bit
(btt 2 in T2CON) is skipped for the mo-
ment, and we turn our attention to
bits 3 and 4 in T2CON.

Timer 2 reload
A number of programming options are
available to determine the program
flow when Timer 2 overflows at its
maximum counter state. OFFFFH, or
65535. In any case, thts event causes
the TF'2 btt (bit 6 in the IRCON, see
Fig, 6) to be set. What happens next is
deterrnined by the state of bit 4 (T2Rl)
and bit 3 (T2RO), which are both in lhe
T2CON SFR. If T2Rl ts at '0', the so-
called reload mode is disabled, and the
counter simply starts at 0 agam. if
T2Rl is at 'I', Timer 2 is operated in re-
load mode, in which bit T2RO deter-
mines when the counter is reloaded
with the value contained in the reload
regtster pair CRCL-CRCH (compare
Fig, 10). In mode 0 (T2RO = 0), the
counter Is loaded after the overflow.
The re load value is then contained in
the CRCL (LS byte: OCAH)and CRCH
(MS byte: OCBH) register pair. If the
pair eontains, for example, the value
OF'F'F'CH (-4), the counter counts
OF'F'F'F'H,OF'F'F'CH,OF'F'F'DH,OF'FFEH,
OF'FF'F'H,OF'F'F'CH,and so on. If the
T2Rl bit is at 'I', the counter is re-
loaded any time a negative pulse edge
ts detected at pin P1.5, This option is
partieularly useful if you want to syn-
chronize the counter with an external
signal. For tnstance, a phase control
circuit may be realized by drtvtng
pin PI.5 with a 50-Hz stgnal derived
from the mains. This effectively syn-
chronizes Timer 2 with the mains fre-
queney. At a count rate of 1 MHz
(internal clock used wtthout the
prescaler). that enables a phase con-
trol ctrcutt with aresolution of one mt-
erosecond to be realized.
If bit EXEN2 (bit 7 in the lEN1 regts-

ter, see Fig. 7) is set, each reload sig-
nal edge at PI.5 also causes bit EXF2
(btt 7 in IRCON, see Fig, 6) to be set.,
This can be interrogated by softwäre.
while an interrupt mayaiso be gener-
ated by enabltng the relevant Interrupf.

Next time: in next month's final in-
stalment of the course we will conclude
the dtscuaston of the CCU and the
Timer 2 operation using a couple of
programming examples.



--.--
'STAMP' BASIC COMPUTER

lt's smalI, easy to program, tlown in trom the States,
attordable, based on a RISC processor, and a real block buster
when it comes to developing turnkey software in less time than
you ever dreamed possible. It's the wondertul stamp-sized
computer that runs BASIC. Real cute!

" T flrst glance. the Stamp may seem
..n.rairly minimal - and in fact, it is,
hence its name. But, wtth software
that fully utl!izes all available hard-
ware, the Stamp gtves you useful and
powerful features - without the cast of
hardware.
The Stamp has a size of about

5x2.5 cm (2xl in.I, and consists of two
matn components. The brain of the
Stamp is a PICl6C56 rrucrocontroller '
runrung the PBASIC interpreter devel-
oped by Parallax Inc. A 256-byte EEP-
ROM holds a tokenized versron of your
BASIC program. which is read and exe-
cuted by the interpreter contained in
the PIC. The remainder of the Stamp is
taken up by a 4-MHz resonator. a 5-V
regulator. and a 9-V PP3 battery clip.
Also included ts a small prototyping
area, which provtdes connection points

Sourees: Parallax Ine. and K.R. Eiehier (Wilke Teehnology).

_----===========~DAO' ;::=j~r-r-r- BUSY ~

pe
PROORAMMING
CONNECTOR

."

- "R86
BAOWNOUT tt
RESET CIACUIT R85

ro
R84

es

ClK93lC56 Ne
01 ORG

USER·
PROGRAMMABLE
110 PORT

~

l.2936 ,~
VI vor~~ery I GND 10j!F

CI,p)
AEGULATED

-c- POWER SUPPL Y
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Stamp single·board BASIC computer.

for the Stamp's etght 1/0 Jtnes , 5-V
supply, unregulated supply. and
ground.
The BASIC Stamp is prcgrammed in

the simple BASIC language. The lan-
guage includes familiar instructions
such as FOR ..NEXT, IF...THEN, and
GOTO, as weil as SBC-specific tnstruc-
ttons such as SERlN (serial input) and
BUTTON (button input). Each instruc-
tion takes two or three bytes of EEP-
ROM space, resulting in a maximum
program size of 80 to 100 instructions.
As for execution speed, prograrns r-un
at the rate of about 2,000 instructions
per second.
To wrtte programs for the Stamp. you

will need a Development Kit. The ktt in-
cludes edrtor software for a PC, a cable
to connect the Stamp to the PC, one
BASIC Stamp, and a manuaL By con-
necting the Stamp to your PC·s parallel
port and then running the editor, you
can write BASIC programs and then
download them to the Stamp. If you are
familiar with the BASIC langnage. it is a
matter of minutes before you have your
first program running. Fur thermore. a
number of application notes are avatl-
able free of charge from Parallax Inc. to
help you become acquainted with pro-
gramming the computer.
It is possible to use the BASIC inter-

preter developed by Parallax Inc. in
your own designs. This can be achieved
by purchasing 'bare' interpreter chips
from Parallax Inc. at prices rangtng
from $5 (1,000 off) to $18 (one off).Add
to that a 256-EEPROM, a 4-MHz res-
onator and apower su pply, and you
can start using your own miniature
BASIC computer. App!ications? What
about an LCD user-interface terminal,
interfacing an A-D converter. a matrix
keypad in/LCD screen out ctrcutt, a
servo motor driver, a pulse meter, a
morse code generator, an intelligent
battery charger, or aserial stepper
motor controller? The list can be ex-
tended to any length, depending only
on your creativity.

Circuit description
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram of
the Stamp board supp!ied by Parallax
Inc. as part of their Development Kit.
The component count is. well, low!The
component locations on the board are
shown in Fig. 2.
The microcontroller used is a

PICl6C56XT preloaded with Parallax's
PBASIC interpreter. The PIC device
also contains an 1/0 port, a sertal in-
terface and a clock oscillator. The pro-
gram memory is formed by a 93LC56
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COMPUTERSANDMICROPROCESSORS

5-volt
Regulator

4 MHz
Resonator

1-pin
Header

(Cl'99 PiI!1l1u. Jn . .5V Vln

9-volt
Battery
Clips

Mounting
Holes

256-byte
EEPROM

000000
0000000
1000000
2000000
30 0 0 ~o-;:o:-;o~__ Prototyping
4000000 Area
5000000

6000000

7000000
000000

'"0

PIC16C56
Microcontroller
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Fig. 2. Loeations of the maln components on the BASIC Stamp.

EEPROM which rctatns the BASIC pro-
gram even in the absence of the supply
voltage. The EEPROM has a storage ca-
pacity of 256 bytes. allowing a program
of between 80 and 100 lines of BASIC
to be stored.
An on-board low-drop 5-V voltage

regulator allows the Stamp to be pow-
ered from any d.c source with an out-
put voltage between 6 V and about
15 V. In most cases. a 9-V PP3 size bat-
tery will be used to power the Stamp.
The schematic shows a power-down

ctrcurt based on one transistor and
three resistors. Apart from ensuring a
good reset no matter how lang the
Stamp has been off. the reset circuit
also clears the PIe rnicrocontroller
after a 'brown-out'. A brown-out occurs
when the supply voltage drops below
5 V. but not low enough to allow the
chtp's reset function to operate.
The Stamp offers a clever energy-

savtng power-down scheme which is
controlled by three BASIC instructions:
NAP. SLEEP and END. These allow the
Starnp to 'sleep' at a current consump-
tion of about 20 ~. while all outputs
retain their legte level.
The etght 1/0 lines may be used for

many purposes, even for resistance
measurement ustng the BASIC 'pot'
command. Each 1/0 ltne is capable of
supplying up to about 20 mA. How-
ever, the total load on all lines may not
exceed 40 mA.

Using the Stamp editor
The diskette in the Stamp Development
Kit contarns a simple editor which runs
on a DOS PC, The editor offers the fol-
Iowtng functions: Run. Load, Save and
Quit. Once you have the editor run-
ntng. the screen is available to write
your BASIC program. If you are ready
to test It, download the program to the
Stamp ustng the ALT-R [Run) com-

mand. The BASIC program is compiled
by the PC, and copied to the Stamp in
tokenized form via the PC's parallel
printer (Centronics) port. The progress
of the download operation can be
viewed as a horizontal bar, which also
indtcates the amount of EEPROM
memory space left in the Stamp.
If the program does not function as

expected, return to the editor, and
change the BASIC commands as re-
quired. Simple word processing corn-
mands like cursor movement, copy,
cut, paste and search/replace are
available for that purpose. The syntax
and program-formatting rules are ex-
plained in detail in the manual that
comes with the Stamp Development
Kit. To save you a lot of typing. the pro-
gram dtsk. in the kit also contains
14 programs which belong with appll-
cation notes published for the Stamp.

PBASICcommand set
The PBASIC command set can be sub-
divided into eleven groups:

1. Branchtng
2. Looptng
3. Nutriertes
4. Digital in/out
5. Serial in/out
6. Analogue in/out
7. Sound
8. EEPROM access
9. Time
10. Power control
11. Program debugging

In addttton to the commands available
most BASIC dialects, there are a nurn-
ber of Stamp-spectfrc commands which
allow, for instance, an external ctrcutt
to generate analogue voltages, or mea-
sure rcststance values. Additionally,
there are commands to generate tones,
and to set up sertal communication be-

tween achain of Stamps or other ancil-
Iary circuits, in other words, a kind of
network 'on a shoestrtng'.
As regards variables used in the

BASIC programs, the following should
be 0bserved:
~the variables area ts ltmtted to
16 bytes:

H of these. two bytes are required for
the 1/0 lines;

H the rematnlng 14 bytes may be used as
word variables [WO-W6) and byte vari-
ables [BO-BI3). Of these, BO and BI
[WO)may be used as btt variables 0-15.
Of the two bytes used for the 1/0 lmes,
the first indicates the state of the rele-
vant line [high or low), and the second.
the direction [input or output). There
are several ways of addressing indlvid-
uallines, for instance, by programmmg
Port.O, Ptns.O or FinO, Port.S. Dtrs.O or
DirO. With the rest of the variables. it
should be noted that W6 is used as a
software stack whenever GOSUB corn-
mands are executed.
The SYMBOL command enables you

to assign names different from BO-BI3
and WO-W6 to the variables. For in-
stance:

symbol swttch = ptnO

Comments can be added to make the
program more readable. They begm
with an apostrophe (') and contrnue to
the end of the lirie. The well-known
REM command may be used as an al-
ternative.
Very conveniently. labels may be

used instead of line numbers to branch
within the program. For instance:

loop: toggle pinO
goto loop

Finally, as regards general fonnats, the
editor is case sensitive, except when
processing strings [such as "stamp").
Multiple instructions and labels can be
combined on the same line by separat-
ing them with colons (:). For tnstance.

dirs = 255 : for b2 = 0 to 100 ptns =
b2 : next

An example application
The following apphcatton note, ortgt-
nally published by Parallax. Inc. as no.
2. presents the hardware and software
required to interface an 8-bit sertal
analogue-to-digital converter to the
Parallax BASIC Stamp. The application
sehematte ts shown in Fig. 3.
The BASIC Starnp's instruction 'pot'

perfonns a limited sort of analogue-to-
digital convereton. It lets you interface
nearly any kind of resistive sensor to
the Stamp with a mtntmum of dtfff-
culty. However, many applications call
for a true voltage-mode analogue-to-
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Fig.3. Circuit to accompany AD_CONV.BAS.
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PROGRAM: ad_conv.bas

8ASIC Btamp program that USas the National ADCOB31 to acquire analog data and output
it via RS-232

Symbol

Symbol

Symbol

Symbol

Symbol

Symbol

es
AD

CL'
S_out

data

pin1

2,
bO

b2

setup: let pins " 255

let dirs = \11111101

loop: gosub conv

serout S_out,N2400, (~bO.13 10)

pause 2000

go ta laop

conv : low CLK

10w CS

pulSOlit CLK, 1

lat data " 0

for i " 1 to B

let data = data • 2

pulsout CLK, 1

let data " data + An
next

high CS

return

Pins high (deselect AlIC) .

S_out, CLK, CS outputs; AD input

Get the data.

Send data followed by areturn and linefeed.

Wait 2 seconds

Do i t forever

Pilt clock I1ne in starting state.

Select ADC.

10 us clock pulse.

Clear data.

Eight ee re bits.

Per form shift left.

10 Us clock pulse.

Pilt bit in LSB of data.

Do it again.

Deselect ADe when done.

Fig.4. Listing 01 AD_CONV.BAS.
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digital converter (ADC). One that is
particularly suited to interfacing wtth
the Stamp ts National Senüconductor's
ADC0831.
Interfacing the ADC0831 requires

only three tnputz output lines, and of
these, two can be multiplexed with
other functions (or additional
ADC083Is). Only the chip-select (CS)
ptn requires a dedicated line. The
ADC's range of input voltages is con-
trolIed by the VREf and VIN(_} pins. VREf
sets the voltage at which the ADC will
return a full-scale output of 255. while
V1N(-1 sets the voltage that will return O.
In the example application, V1NH is
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at ground, and VREF is at +5 V; how-
ever, these values can be as elose to-
gether as I V without harming the
device's accuracy or lineartty. You may
use dlode voltage references or trim
pots to set these values.
The sam ple program is listed in

Fig. 4. It reads the voltage at the ADC's
Inpu t pin every two seconds, and re-
ports it to the PC via a 2400-baud ser-
ial connection. The subroutine 'conv'
handles the details of getting data out
of the ADC. It enables the ADC by
pulling the CS line low, then pulses the
clock (CLK)line to signal the beginnmg
of a conversion. The program then eri-

'STAMP' BASIC COMPUTER m
ters a loop in which tt pulses CLK,gets
the bit on pin AD, adds it to the re-
ceived byte. and shifts the bits of the
received byte to the lefl. Since BASIC
traditionally does not include bit shift
operations, the program multiplies the
byte by two to perforrn the shift.
When all btts have been shifted into

the byte, the program turns off tbe
ADC by returning CS high. The sub-
routine returns with the conversion re-
sult in the variable 'data' . The whole
process takes about 20 milliseconds.
You can add more ADC0831s to the

ctrcurt as follows: connect each addi-
tional ADe to the same clock and data
lines, but assrgn it a separate es pin.
Modify the 'conv' subroutine to take
the appropriate CS pin low when tt
needs to acquire data from a particular
ADC. That's it!
The program may be downloaded

from the Parallax Bulletin Board sys-
tem in the USA under the file name
AD_CONV.BAS.You can reach the BBS
at (+1) 916624-7101.

Who, what, where?
In addition to the BASIC Stamp
Development Kit sold by Parallax Inc ..
Wilke Technology of Gerrnany supply a
range of products. including a com-
ptler, an extensive hardware develop-
ment system, and different types of
Stamp SBC. It should be noted that
these products are aimed mainly at ad-
vanced users. which is reflected by the
cast. The hardware development sys-
tem marketed by Wilke Technology is
much more elaborate than the
Development Kit supplied by Parallax.
To request information, prtces. or

order Stamp-related products, contact

Parallax Inc .• 3805 Atherton Road,
#102. Rocklin. CA95765. U.S.A.Tel.
(+1) 916 624-8333. Fax: (+1) 624-
8003. BBS:(+1)916 624-7107 (300-
14.400 bps; no parity; 8 data bits; 1
stop bit).

Wilke Technology products are avail-
able from
Wilke Technology. Postfach 1727.
Krefelder Str. 147. D-5100 Aachen.
Germany. Tel. (+49) 241 154071.
Fax: (+49)241 158475.

In Hungary, contact
Humansoft •.Ltd.• H-1149 Budapest.
Angol u. 24/b. Hungary. Tel. (+36)
11632879. fax: (+36) 1251 3673.

Further distributor information may be
obtained from Parallax Inc.

Note:
1. See also 'PIC programrner' in the
March 1994 issue of Elektor
Electronics.



By Owen Bishop

FIGURING IT OUT
PART 16 - MORE ABOUT FOURIER

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects of the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a collection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

fex) ~ fe-x).

stant term;
• it has eosine terms;
• it has 00 sine terms.
An obviousexampleofaneven

function is the cosine waveform
afFig. 131a, which has a eosine
term and TIO sine terms. Whether
or not it has a constant term de-
pends on wh ether it is superim-

posed on a constant d.c. level
(as, for examp le, is the wave-
formofFig.131b). Ifyou find that
a wavefortn 1S symmetrical about
the y-axis, you need not waste
time by trying to evaluate the in-
tegral ofEq. 125.

Last month we described how
the Fourier series ia used to

represent any periodie waveform.
Ta recapituJate, the series COTI-

sists of:
constant (d.c.) term

+
eosine terms

+
sine terms.

The constant term and the coef-
ficients of the eosine and sine
terms are found by integration:

Mathematieally, we can express
this by:

If a waveform is an even func-
tion, we ean say, without any
need for integrations, that:
• it may or may not have a con- Odd functions
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These are symmetrieal about
the origin. If we imagine the
eurve spun round through 1800
around a centre loeated at the
crigin, it comes to lie on itself.
Figure 132shows sameoddfunc-
tions. The eharaeteristie features
of an odd function are:
• it has no eonstant terrn;
• it has no eosine terms;
• 'it has sine terms.
In short, an odd function has

only sine terms. Sinee it is syrn-
metrieal about the origin, it ean
never have a eonstant term.
Between them, even and odd
funetions covermost ofthe wave-
forms we are likely to meet in
electronies, but there are a few
other reeognizable types of'wave-
form that yield series with dis-
tinctive features. The next two
headings deal with these.

1 r2rr
Ao ~ 21r.!o ydt [Eq.123]

1irra,,~- y cosnt dt
tt 0

[Eq. 124]

[Eq.125]

1 r2rr
bn=;Joy sin nt dt

The eonstant term, whieb equals
the average value ofthe variable
(for exarnple , voltage) during
onecycle,ean sometimes be found
by geometrieal means. We are
often able to simplify the inte-
grations by using the standard
integralsgiven in Box 2ofPart 15.
A frequent result of simplifica-
tion is that the series for a given
waveform has no eosine terms
orno sineterms. Nowwewill look
at same further ways of sirnpli-
fying the ealculations.

o

Fig. 131

Half-wave inversion

An even function is Ollewhieh
is symmetrieal ahout the y-axis.
It is as if the y-axis acts as a
mirror; reflecting the eurve of'the
waveform for positive values of
x on to the negative side of the
axis. Figure 131 shows some
examples of even funetions. Fig.132

In Fig. 133, the waveform be-
tween t = 0 and t = 1t is repeated,
but inverted, between t = 1t and
t = Zn. This is known as half-
wave inversion. The Fourier
series for such a wavefonn has
• no constant term;
• DO even eosine terms;
• no even sine terms.
The effects of half-wave in-

version and the kinds of sym-
metry are eumu1ative. Thewave-
form of Fig. 133a has odd sym-
metry and half-wave inversion.
Because it has cdd symmetry
(and also because it has half-

Even functions
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wave inversion), it has no eon-
stant term. Beeause it has odd
symmetry, it has no eosine terms.
Beeause it has half-wave sym-
metry, it has 00 even sine terms.
We are left with aseries that
has only odd sine terms. By con-
trast, the waveform ofFig. 133b
has even symmetry and half-
wave inversion. It therefore has
no eonstant term and no sine
terms. It has only odd eosine
terms.

Half-wave repetition
The waveform of Fig. 134 is re-
peated in the seeond half of the
cycle. For such a waveform, the
series has:
• possibly a eonstant term;
• no odd eonsine terms;
• 00 odd sine terms.
The example here has a eon-

stant term. Removing the eon-
stant tenn ofthis example would
shift the eurve down, giving it
odd symmetry. It therefore has
only even sine terms. This rule
does not neeessarily eliminate
the need to ealeulate all three
ofAO, an. and bn, but does at least
provide acheck that your calcu-
lations are eorreet.

Square waves
The waveformswehave analysed
so far have all been eontinuous
within the period 0 to 21t. Now
we will taekle a waveform that
has an abrupt change oflevel dur-
ing the eycle. Figure 135 is a
square wave with a mark:spaee
ratio of 1. We have arbitrarily
taken the 'high' level to be 3.
This is a pieeewise function and,
to find the scrics, we have to
deal with eaeh part of the func-
tion separately. First of all , the
eonstant term is the surn of two
integrals:

15,' 112'110=- 3dt+- dt
2n: 0 2n,.

In this example, the seeond in-
tegral has zero value:

1
110= -[3tlrr +0

2rr
3=-[rr-Ol=1.5
2n:

This result eouldhave more read-
ily been obtained by inspeeting
the graph and noting that the av-
erage value ofy is 1.5.
For the value of an we again

integrate for both parts of the
waveform:
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FIGURING IT OUT - PART 16

an=.! r3cosntdt+On: Jo
=~[sinntlrr
nn:

=~[sin nn:l=0.9549sin nie
nn: n

But sin n1t ::= 0 if n is an integer,
making c.,=O.This resultmeans
that there are no coeine terms.
We eould have told this at the
start beeause this is essentially
an odd function, raised on a d.c.
levelof1.5(comparewithFig.I34).
The constant term 1.5 simply
raises it above the x-axis. If the
constant term is ignored, sothat,
in effect, it is lowered until it
passes through the ot-igin,it be-
comes an odd function and has
only sine terms.
Finally, we calculate bn:

bn=.!. r3sin ntdt+Orr Jo
-3=-[cosnt]~
nn:
-3=-[cosnn:-eosOJ
nn:
-3=-[eosnJr-l1
nJr

There are two possibilities to be
eonsidered:
• when n is even, eos n1T. = 1,
which makes bn ::= 0;

• when n is odd, eos nn: = -I,
in whieh event bn = 6/n1t
=1.9099/n.
The series has only oddeosine

terms. This, too,might have been
foreseen: when the waveform is
shifted down to be symmetrical
about thex-axis, ithas half-wave
inversion, resulting in it having
no even terms. Writing out the
series:

. sin3tY=1.5+1.9099(sm t+-
3
-+

sin 5t sin 7t sin 9t+--+--+--+ .. )
579

Figure 136 shows the graph of
the series when taken to the 10th
harmonie (n = 9).

Frequency spectrum
Another way of looking at a se-
ries is to plot its frequency spee-
trum. This has a vertieal line
for eaeh frequeney, the height
of the line being proportional to
the amplitude of the frequeney.
In the series we have just eal-
eulated, the amplitude of the
fundamental is 1.9099. The am-
plitude of the 1st harmonie is
1.9099/3 = 0.6366. Figure 137
showsthe plotofthe fundamental



GENERAL INTEREST

and first 10 harmonics. The even
Olles are missing and the am-
plitude ofthe odd ones falls away
fairly rapidly. Last rnonth we
analysed a sawtooth wave before
and after passing it through a
high-pass filter. Figure 138 shows
the frequency spectra of these
waveforms; the effect of filter-
ing is obvious.

Pulse waveforms
lnFig. 139wehave a pulse wave-
form, which is another example
of a piecewise function. This 18
analysed in a similar way to the
1:1 square wave above. If we
shift it ,,/10 to the left, the pulse
begins at-,,/10 and ends at ,,110.
It 18 now an even function, so
its Fourier series has no sine
terms. By inspection, we can tell
that AO = 0.3.
For the eosine terms:

11'/10an=- 3cosntdt
J[ -11) 10

=.![~sin nll,/IO
TC n -Jr/l0

3 [ai nst . -nJrl=-Slll--sm--
nn 10 10
6 . n7f=-Sill-
nx 10

= 1.9099 sin (M/lO)
n

Ifn = 1, then sin(nrtl10)= 0.3090;
for n = 2 to 9, we obtain 0.5878,
08090, and so on to 0.3090. When
n = 10, sin(nrtllO) = 0, so there
18Da9th harmonie. The sequence
of values is repeated for n = 11
to 20) except that they are neg-
ative. From n = 21 onwards the
whole sequenee repeats, but we
are not eoneerned with harrnon-
ics of such a high order.
Written out as far as the 2nd

harmonie, the series looks like
this:

y=0.3+ 1.9099 (0.3090sin t

+0.5878 sin 21
2

+0.8090 Si~31+ ..)

Simplifying the coefficients.
by dividing by n (1, 2, 3, ... ):
y=0.3+ 1.9099 (0.3090sin t
+0.2939 sin 2t
+0.2700 ein 3t+...)

The val ues of sin(mt!10) increase
for the first few terms, so this
partly offsets the effect of divid-
ing them successively by 1, 2,
3, .... In consequenee, the first
fewharrnonics are almest as strong

as the fundamental as shown in this pulse wave. This property
Fig. 140. This 1S plotted as far ofpulse waveforms is made use
as the 10th harmonic(there is no ofin synthesizer eireuits. A pulse
9th). Compared with the square waveform is a strong source of
wave of Fig. 135, as shown in harmonies which can be filtered
Fig. 137, there is rnueh less fall- (formantfiltering) to adjust their
off in the lower harmonies of proportions until the resultant
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sound has the tirnbre of a given
musical instrument. A1though
the amplitude ofthe higher har-
monies falls offmore significantly,
the limits ofaudibility are reaehed
around the 5th hannonic. However,
there is an increase of ampli-
tude from the 10th to the 14th,
which has an amplitude almost
equal to thatofthe 7th harmonie.
This illustrates the faet that un-
expectedly strong harmonics may
be present in pulse signals.

Other periods
The formulae described above all
refer to a waveform in which
one cycle takes 2n seeonds. In
other words, the angular veloc-
ity is unity. This corresponds to
a frequeney ofO.159 Hz. This is
rather lower than many of the
frequencies we meet inelectronic
circuits and, even though the
analysis of different waveforms
is independent of the frequency
of the fundamental, there are
many instances when we want
to know the Fourier coefficients
fora frequency that isnot 0.159Hz.
Adapting the formulae to an-
other frequency is just a matter
of altering the time-scale.
The equations relating an-

gular velocity, m,frequeney,f, and
period (length of cycle), T, are:

or
T = 2rt1w.

The phase angle at any given
time t is wt. The Fourier series
in these conditions is the same
as before, except that we replace
t in the eosine and sine terms
by ox, Conversely, making w= 1
restores the terms to their orig-
inal form.
The formulae forthe eonstant

term is:

Ao =J:. r~(t)dlTJo
The formulae for the coefficients
are:

21Tan =- F(I) cos rua dt
T 0

21'b,,=- F(t)sinno:tdl
T 0

These show the limits of in te-
gration running from 0 to T, but
theyeanalsorun from-Tl2 toTI2
if'this makes the integration any
easier.
We will derive the Fourier

series for the square wave of
Fig, 135, but wi th aperiod of
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0.01 s., corresponding to a fre-
quency of 100 Hz. At 100 Hz,
T = 0.001 and w = 2n/0.001
= 628.3 rad.
The average value of y is not

affected by the frequency, so
Ao = 1.5 as before. Also, as be-
fore, we recognize this to be an
odd function, so that an = 0 and
there are no eosine terms. For
the sine terms:

the equation
2

an 2Jr(l-n )

ries has only a single sine term,
so this has no effecton the rapid
fall-off of the harmonies.
At this point we leave the

discussion ofthe Fourier Series,
having shown how to analyse
many ofthe most commonly oc-
curringwaveforms. Often the in-

tegrations are lang, and prone
to errar, especially with the fre-
quent changes in sign that re-
sult from integrating functions
containing sines and eosines. The-
rules we have discussed will
help by eliminating the need
forsome oftheintegrations. When
you have arrived at the equation
for aseries, plotting it with a
graphie calculator isa rapidnieans
of cheeking that it is essentially
correct.

The den omina tor conteins n2
and successive eoefficients (there
are even terms only) are: 2/31t,
2/15n, 2/35n, 2/63n, ... The se-

2 lO.005
bn=-- 3sinnüJtdt

0.01 °
-3-;;-::=-(cosnJr-l)

0.005nw
Test yourself

If n is even, eos nrt = 1, and
bn = O.There are no even terms.
If n is odd, eos n1t = -1 and
b" = 6/0.005nw = 1.9099/n.
The series is exactly the same

as that for the square wave of
Fig. 135, except that, instead
of sin t, ein 3t, ,we now have
sin ox, sin 3ax, The graph of
the series has the same shape,
exeept that the scale on the
x-axis runs from 0 to 0.001 s.
Thus, all thatwe have said about
waveforms with aperiod of 2n
app1ies with litt1e roodifieation
to periods of other lengths.
By contrast with the slow

Fall-off of harmonics in pulse
waveforms, there are other wave-
forms in wh:ich the rate of fall-
offis rapid. An exampleis shown
in Fig.l41. This is the waveform
of a half-wave rectified alter-
nating voltage. The coeffieients
forthe eosine terms are given by

Fig.141

1. Tbwhatcategories dothe wave-
forms of Fig. 142 each be-
long. In eaeh ease state what
elements you would expeet to
find in their Fourier series.

~-'
2. A sawtooth waveform with
period 2n is defined by these
equations:
y = 3t O<t<n
y = Se-Sn p<t<2n
Derive its Fourier series,

030(1'0- XVI_'"

Answers to
Test yourself (Port 15)
ao = 2n; an = 0; bn = --4/n.
Series is: y = 21t--4sint-2sin2t
-L333sin3t-sin4t ...

Filtered signal is
U,ut = -3.988sin(t-0.0808)
-1.975sin(2t-0.1608)
-1. 297sin(3t-0 .2358)
-0.9525sin( 4t-0.3098)

Fig.142
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LOW-VOLTAGE MONITOR

Design by J. Ruiters

During experimental work, the power supply is often variable
or derived from a mains adaptor. In such cases, it is important
to eliminate the risk of damaging les through overvoltage.
The unit described in this article is intended for monitoring
the supply voltage when the standard multimeter is already

in use for other purposes.

1\ lthough electrontc circuits on test
flshould preferably be powered by a
supply whose output voltage can be set
accurately and Is provided with a current
limiting facility, in practice this Is not al-
ways available. If a quickly put tagether
supply is used on the test bench or with
experimental work, ideally, two multi-
meters should be to hand: one for morn-
tortng the supply voltage and the other
for carrytng out measurements on the cir-
cutt. If only one is available, the present
moni tor may prove useful.
The monitor ts suitable for use with

voltages in theranges 2.G-6.0V, 4.5-5.5 V,
3.0-15.0 V and one set by the user be-
tween 0 V and 14 V.
Apart from montto ring dtrect voltages,

the unit may be used to react to sudden
changes in voltages, This is, for tnstance.
convenient for checking equipment that
has a dlfficult-to-find, randomly occur-
rtng fault. Such equipment may be left
operating on the test beneh with the moni-
tor attached. If a sud den change in volt-
age occurs in it, the monitor may indi-
cate this by cmttttng a squeak from an
optional buzzer.

The circuit
The circutt-cscc Fig. l-is based on two
comparators: ICla and ICIb. These mea-
sure the input voltage on terminals A and
B agatust accurately known potentials.
These reference voltages are provided by
variable zener dtode D1 and potential di-
viders Ra-P2' Rg-P3 and R2-R7'The zener
voltage can be set accurately to exactly
2.5 Vwith PI' Resistor Rj is the standard
series resistor that prevents the zen er ~
drawing too large a current.
Dtvider chain R2-R7 provtdes a num-

ber of fixed reference voltages, whtch are
selected by SI'
Dtviders R8-P2 and Rg-P3 provide the

(variable) reference voltage that is deter-
mtned by the user.
If the voltage on terminaIsA and B rtses

above, or falls below, set values, O2 (red)
or 03 (green) lights respectively. lf the
input voltage lies between two set values,
the two diodes light simultaneously. lt is
also possible to use buzzers as indica-
tors, whtch ehmmates the need to keep

an eye on the LEOs.
The input voltage is also applied to po-

tential divider RIO-Rll (1:6). The (scaled
down) inputvoltage Is applied to the non-
inverting (+l input of ICIa and to the in-
verting (-) input oflCIb. When the poten-
tial at one terminal of the comparators
becomes larger or smaller than that at
the other Input, the relevant comparator
changes state. At that instant, the voll-
age at terminal A is exactly six ttmes the
reference voltage applied to the other ter-
minal of the toggling comparator by SI'
To give a range over which the Input

voltage may be considered safe, the com-

"'
,-----------------------~~~~~~~~+

4VS ... 15V
+

•
"'''

RI8 RH

"".,.

lM3~-2.5

.,1
K

""

B lM336-2.5

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the low-voltage monitor.
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LOW-VOLTAGE MONITOR

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the
low-voltage monitor

Fig. 3. Photograph of the prototype
low-voltage monitor.

Be
547B -0-

parater stages are destgned in a manner
which prevents their toggltng at the same
inpulleveL This range with SI in postnon
1 is 2.0---6.0V (HC/HCU ICs); in position
2.4.5-5.5 V (HCT/TfL ICs); in posttton
3.3.0-15.0 V (4xxx ICs); and in position
4 as required by the user between 0 Vand
14 V. Note that secnon Sib provides the
upper reference voltages. and Sla' the
lower ones.
Stnce the mput voltage is applied to

different terminals of the comparators,
these stages behave in opposite ways. For
instance, with high input voltages, the
output of ICla is high and that of IClb is
low, whereas with low input voltages. the
output of ICI• is low and that of IClb is
high.
The divergent behavtou r of the com-

parators affects the operanon of tndtcator
networks Tj-D2 and T2-D3.When one of
the comparator outputs ts high. the as-
sociated transistor conducts, whereupon
the allied LED lights. This means that if
the inputvoltage is high er than the upper
reference voltage D2lights and when it is
below the lower referencevoltage. D3lights.
When the level of the input voltage lies
between the two reference potentials, both
LEDs light.
Ifit is desired to have an audible indi-

cation ofvoltage changes. a 0.1-1 !1F ca-
pacitor (not electrolytic) must be con-
nected in sertes wtth terminal A. The input
ts then taken from the equipment on test
as stated earlier, The buzzer should be
connected to the monitor ctrcutt as shown
in Fig. 4.

4V5 ... 15V
+
+

3.9V ..•4.7V

X/

v3B,+

A =
..J..

R1B R17

x

906081X·12o o

Fig. 4. Various ways of connecting an op-
tional buzzer (or buzzers) to the monitor.

Construction
The morutor is best built on the pnnted-
circuit board shown in Fig. 2 (not avail-
able ready made). The completed proto-
type ts shown in Fig. 3.
The monitor may be constructed as a

stand-alone untt or be built into an ex-
tsting equipment. In the former case, the
enclosure may be gtven a front panel as
shown in Fig. 5 (not available ready made,
but the picture may be photocopied and
glued behind a transparent panel).
Ifa buzzer ts used and tt is desired that

this squeaks when the input voltage is
tao high. connect its +ve terminal to 'x' in
Fig. 4, and its -ve terminal to ground. A
second buzzer may be connected to indi-
cate tao low input voltages: this should
be connected between y and ground. The
zener diode in sertes with the buzzer pre-
vents its squeaking faintly when the rel-
evant transistor conducts.
It is also possible to use on1yone buzzer.

which should be connected via a brtdge
rectifter to 'x' and v: In this case, the
buzzer is silent when the input voltage
lies in the safe range. but itsqueaks when
the tnput goes outside this range.
It ts advisable to use small buzzers that

drawa current of not more than 1-3 mA
(at 5-12 V].
The monttor may be powered conve-

niently from a mains adaptor. The supply
voltagemaybe 4.5-15 V.At 9 V. tt draws
a current of about 30 mA
when the construction has been com-

pleted, adjust Pj to obtatn a voltage of ex-
actly 2.500 V. measured with a digital

4XXX HCr
\ IExrRA~~~HCfHCU

EB
r -

VOLT AGE MONITOR

+

EB EB

4,5 ...15V

Fig. 5. Suggested front panel for the
low-voltage monitor.
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Integrated Analogue Filter Design & Simulation
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Features:- Network Designer Version 1.2

Filter Design
Design Both Active & Passive Filters By Using The Filter GUI
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Programming and Interiacing with Microcontrollers; This 250+ page
book gives a comprehensive hands-on approach tc show how mlcrcccntrollers
are programmed and lnterfaced to external circuitry to perform useful auto-
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voltmeter, across Dj (or Pj]. Make sure
thaI the type coding of D] is LM336-2.5.
Range 4 is set with a variable power

supply. set to the desired voltage, and a
voltmeter across input terrrunals A and
6. Adjust P3 until the green LED just goes
out and P2 until the red LED just goes
out.
Finally, make sure that terminal A is

clearly marked + and terminal 6 -. Polartty
reversal would not do the comparators
any good.

Parts list
Resistors:
R] = 1 kQ
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R2= 1.5kQ.l%
R3 = 84.5 Q, 1%
~.~=165Q.l%
Rs = 249 Q, 1%
R7 = 332 Q, 1%
~,Rg=2.2 kQ
RlO=llkQ,I%
RII = 2.21 kQ, 1%
R12•Rl3 = 100 kQ
R14=47kQ
RIS, R]6 = 10 kQ
R17, RIB = 1.5 kQ
PI = 10 kQ. 10 turns preset
P2. P3 = 50 kQ, 10 turns preset

Capacitors:
C] = 10jlF, 16V

Semiconductors:
T], T2' = 6C5476
D] = LM336-2.5
D2= LED. red
D3 = LED, green

Integrated circuits:
ICI = LM393

Miscellaneous:
SI =2-pole, 6-position rotary swttch, with
suitable knob

Enclosure [lf required) 120x65x40 mm
(431 4x2]12X11 12 in), e.g.Bopla E43066
- represented in UKby Phoenix Mecano
Ltd, telephone (0296) 398 853.



LOW-VOLTAGE MONITOR

Fig_ 2_Printed-circuit board for the
low-voltage monitor

Fig_ 3_Photograph of the prototype
low-voltage monltor,

parator stages are designed in a manner
which prevents their toggling at the same
input level. This range with SI in position
1 is 2.0-6.0 V (HC/HCU ICs); in position
2, 4.5-5.5 V (HCT/TTL ICs); in position
3,3.0-15.0 V (4xxx ICs); and in position
4 as required by the user between 0 V and
14 V. Note that section Sib provides the
upper reference voltages, and Sla' the
lower ones.
Since the input voltage is applied to

different terminals of the comparators,
these stages behave in opposite ways. For
instance, with high input voltages. the
output of ICla is high and that of IClb is
low, whereas with low input voltages, the
output of ICla is low and that of IClb is
high.
The divergent behaviour of the com-

parators affects the operation of indicator
networks TI-D2 and T2-D3' When one of
the comparator outputs is high, the as-
sociated transistor conducts, whereupon
the allied LED lights. This means that if
the input voltage is higher than the upper
reference voltage D2 lights and when it is
below the lower reference voltage, D3lights.
When the level of the input voltage lies
between the two reference potentials, both
LEDs light.
If it is desired to have an audible indi-

cation ofvoltage changes, a 0.1-1 pF ca-
pacitor (not electrolytic) must be con-
nected in series with terminal A. The input
is then taken from the equipment on test
as stated earlier. The buzzer should be
connected to the monitor circuit as shown
in Fig. 4.

4V5... 15V
+

3.9V...4.7VX/Y3Bz +
A c:::I

..i.

x

906081X - 12
o

Fig. 4. Various ways of connecting an op-
tional buzzer (or buzzers) to the monitor.

Construction
The monitor is best built on the printed-
circuit boardshown in Fig. 2 (not avail-
able ready made). The completed proto-
type is shown in Fig. 3.
The monitor may be constructed as a

stand-alone unit or be built into an ex-
isting equipment. In the former case, the
enclosure may be given a front panel as
shown in Fig.5 (not available ready made,
but the picture may be photocopied and
glued behind a transparent panel).
If a buzzer is used and it is desired that

this squeaks when the input voltage is
too high, connect its +ve terminal to 'x' in
Fig. 4, and its -ve terminal to ground. A .
second buzzer may be connected to indi-
cate too low input voltages: this should
be connected between y and ground. The
zen er diode in se ries with the buzzer pre-
vents its squeaking faintly when the rel-
evant transistor conducts.
It is also possible to use only one buzzer,

which should be connected via a bridge
rectifier to 'x' and y. In this case, the
buzzer is silent when the input voltage
lies in the safe range, but it squeaks when
the input goes outside this range.
It is advisable to use small buzzers that

draw a current of not more than 1-3 mA
(at 5-12 V).
The monitor may be powered conve-

niently from a mains adaptor. The supply
voltage maybe 4.5-15 V. At 9 V, it draws
a current of about 30 mA.
When the construction has been com-

pleted, adjust PI to obtain a voltage of ex-
actly 2.500 V, measured with a digital

Fig. 5. Suggested front panel for the
low-voltage monitor.
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NEWBOOKS

INSANELY GREAT
The story oJ the Macintosh, the computer
that changed the tife of computer users
By Steven Levy
Price.E 15·00
Comcidtngwtth thenews thalApple Com-
puter Inc. was the largest pemakerin the
USA in 1993, comes a new book on the his-
tory oftheApple Macintosh. the computer
that can be used by everybody without
havingtorememberbewilderingsetsofcom-
mands that are forgotten as soon as they
are typed in. Moreover. even the very first
Macintosh did not use blindtng green or
orange screens that made the user see
'green' even after only a short spell ofwerk-
mg on Iival computers and which have grven
rtse in most western nations to legtsla-
non protectlng the operator. No. the Mac-
intosh had a morutor that showed black
letters on a white background.just like a
book or magaztne, and altogether kinder
on theeyes.
All Macintosh computers can be used

without almosl any traintng: just point
the mouse and type away; tntrtcate COID-

mands are not required. One of the best
complirnents that can be pald to the Mac-
intosh is that tts Iivals have adopted a
similar operating system (called 'Win-
dows'l, At the time ofwrtttng this review.
that system has not yet achieved the ver-
satility of the Macintosh.
Some years ago, the Macintosh had the

disadvantage of being more expensive
than MS-DOS machines. Over the pastfew
years, Macintosh prtces have, however,
corne tumbling down and they are now com-
parable to. and in some case even lower
than. those afMS-DOS computers of sirn-
ilar performance.
Nowander that service industries, like

tnsurance, accountancy, and news paper,
magazine and book publishers in the main
useApple computers, not because of cost
constderattone. but because they employ
computer operators rather than com-
puter technicians.
The reasans for the development afthe

Macintoshare made clear in this faset-
nating book by Steven J..evy. It should be
compulsory readingfor management in most
comparues, many ofwhom now use com-
puters that are not really suited to their
operators.
Viking, 27 Wright's Lane, London
W8 5TZ. Telephone 071 938 2200.

POWER ELECTRONIC CONVERTERS
DC-AC CONVERSION
By Guy Seguler & Francis Labrique
ISBN3 540 54974 9
Price.E 71·00 (hard cover)
This fourth and final volume ofthe Power
Electronic Converters sertes ts devoted to
DC-ACconversion, DC-ACconverters have

seen considerable development over recent
years, one the one hand because ofthe dif-
ficulties related to filtering and on the
other because of the passibilities offered
by new semicondctors.
The first chapter ofthe book describes

the principles of inverters and explaln s the
choice and werghing of topics. In the fol-
lowtng chapters, the different types of in-
verter are descrtbed ingreat detail with an
emphasis on their application in practice.
Springer-VerlagLondonUd, SWeetApple
House, Catteshall Road, Godalming
GU73DJ. Telephone 0483 418 800.

DATA ACgUISITION AND PROCESS
CONTROLWITHTHEM68HCll
MICROCONTROLLER
By Frederick F.DriscoU, Robert F.
Coughlin and Robert S, Villanucci
ISBN0-02-330555- X
Price.E 25·95 (hard cover)
The real fun in using microcontrollers
starts when ycu are able to do something
usefuJ wtth such a 'beast' .
This book should be of spectal interest

toreaderswhohaveconstructed the 68HC11
processor board described in the April
1994 issue of Elektor Electronics.
The book addresses the enttre scope of

ustng the 68HC 11 microprocessor for in-
strumentation and control systems. Vartous
skills must be mastered before such ap-
pltcattons can be made to work as they
should. The book shows how these many
skills can be organized effectively by em-
ploytng an engtneertng deergn procedure
with practtcal application examples.
The first four chapters ofthe book are

devoted to the MC68HC 11microcontroller
and an Evaluation Board system obtained
from Motorola. This system runs a moni-
torprogram called Buffalo l, whichstands
for Bit User Fast Friendly Aid to Logreal
Operation. Buffalo offers a number offairly
basic commands like movmg blocks of
memory, callingaddresses, go, input/out-
put, blockfill, etc., butalso moreadvanced
stufflike an assembler / disassembler. and
debug functions like trace and breakpoint.
Next come two chapters whtch may be

called hybrids because they detail software
consideration and hardware design pro-
cedures to bothacqutre inputdataand pro-
vide output control with the microcon-
troller.
The last three chapters deal extensively

with data acquisition and control problems
with complete hardware and software de-
stgns grven. and each problem explained.
The example programs are presented in
the form of neatly formatted assembly
language hsttngs with plenty of comment
to ass ist in understandlng the operation.
Most of the chapters take the form of

a tutorial, closed offwith problems and soft-
ware asstgnmcnts.
The appendices contain, among others.

the complete instruction setand datasheets
ofthe 68HC 11,as wellas datasheets of some
of the transducers used in the projects

described elsewhere in the book.
MacmiDanPub1ishingCompany, NewYork,
USA (UKdistributors: until; 31 May 1994:
Marston Book Services, telephone (0865)
791 155; from 1 June 1994: Paramount
Publishing, Campus 400,.Maylands
Avenue, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7EZ;
telephone (0442) 881900.

1 Buffalo may be downloaded from the
Motorola BBS in Munich, Germany and
Austin,Texas, as described in Elektor
Electronics April 1994.

LINEAR ClRCUIT ANALYSlS&DRAW1NG
By lan Sinc1air
ISBN0 7506 1662 8
Price .E14,95
This book has many applications in any
small development workshop in which
costs must be kept down, and any userwho
has a need to find what a linear circuit is
likely to do, and how best to draw the cir-
cutt, can make good use of the book.
The book introduces the principles of

linear analysis and shows wh at is re-
quired to analyse a varietyof common ctr
cuitswith theuseofalargenumberofex-
amples. The linear analysis program used
as an example in this, the flrst, part of the
book ts Aciran. one of the best available.
Its installation and settmg up is fully ex-
platned. beartng in m ind that readers are
likely to know more abou t electronics than
about computtng.
The second half of the book is con-

cerned with ctrcurt diagrarns. The prepa-
ration of precise and printable circuit di-
agrams is a chore that plagues small-scale
electrorucs workshops. In the past, circuit
diagrams ofcamera-ready standard requtred
the employmentof a capable draughtsper-
son and took an mordinate amount of
time and expense. The use of a low-cost
CADprogram, such asAutoSketch, makes
tt possible to automate this process and
turn out drawings of a very high standard
with none of the palnstaking effort that was
formerly required.
Installation ofAutoSketch is described

in detail, as is how individual component
symbols can be brought or created to any
required scale. The book then shows how
ctrcutt diagrams can be butlt up.
This is not a book for newcomers to lin-

ear ctrcutts, but should be of Irrterest to
students, technictan engineers. interested
amateurs and anyone concerned with lin-
ear ctrcutt development work.
Butterworth-Heinemann, Linacre House,
JordanHill, OxfordOX28DP.Telephone
(0865) 310 366_
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USING THE DOUBLE BALANCED
MIXER (DBM)

In radio frequency electronics a mixer is a non-linear circuit or device that permits frequency
conversion by the process of heterodyning. Mixers are used in the 'front-end' of the most
common form of radio, the superheterodyne (regardless of wave band), in certain electronic
instruments and in certain measurement schemes (receiver dynamic range, oscillator phase
noise, etc). This article looks at a very popular mixer circuit, the double balanced type.

THE block diagram for a basic mixer
system is shown in Fig. 1; this dia-

gram is generic in form, but also repre-
sents the front-end of superheterodyne
radio receivers. The mixer has three
ports: Ft receives a low-level signal, and
would correspond to the RF input from
the aerial in radio receivers; F2 is a high-
level signai, and corresponds to the Ioeal
oscillator (LO) in superhet radios; and F3
is the resultant mixer product (corre-
sponding to the intermediate fre-
quency or 'IF' in superhet radios). These
frequencies are related by:

Where:
FI• F2 and F3 are as descrlbed above;
m and n are counting numbers (zero plus
integers 0, 1,2,3, ...)

In any given system, m and n can be
zero, or any integer, but in practical cir-
cuits it is common to consider only the
first, second and third order products.
For sake of simplicity, let us consider a
first-order circuit (m=n=l). Such a mixer
would output foul' frequencies: F1• F2• F3a
= Fi +F2• and F3b = Ft -F2. In terms ofa
radio receiver, these frequencies repre-
sent the RF input signal, the IDealosciI-
lator signal, the sum IF and the
difference IF. In radios, it is common
practice to select either surn or difference
IF by filtering, and rejecting all others.
There are a nurnber of different types

of mixer circuit, but only a few different
classes: single-ended, single balanced
(or simply 'balanced') and double bal-
anced. Most low-cost superheterodyne
radio receivers use single-ended mixers,
although a few of the more costly 'corn-
munications receiver' models use singly
or doublee balanced mixers for improved
performance. This article focusses on the
double balanced mixer (DBM) because it
offers superior performance over the
other forms, but is not as weIl known in
electronic hobby circles.
One of the advantages of the DBM over
the other forms of mixer is that it sup-

(1)

Dy Joseph J. Carr, D.Se., M.S.E.E.
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Oscillator
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Fig.1. Block diagram 01 a mixer used as a frequency converter.

presses F1 and F2 components ofthe out-
put signal, passing only the surn and dif-
ference signals. In a radio receiver using
a DBM, the IF filtering and amplifier
would only have to contend with surn and
difference IF frequencies, and not bother
with the LO and RF signals. This effect is
seen in DBM specifications as the port-

to-port isclaticn figure, which can reach
30 to 60 dB depending on DBM model.
A diplexer stage 1S shown in Fig. 1,

and is used to absorb unwanted mixer
products, and pass desired frequencies.
These frequency selective circuits are
discussed below.
A poat-ampl ifier- stage is typical1y

Double Balaneed
Mixer Low-Pass

Filter,, A~ ,

l2IF{
Out

C4
~_-....rv'VY''-- _ _I1__O 10

Posl·Amp
10n

100n

High-Pass
FilterLI

I
I
I
I

XL = son

C3

940004 . 12

Fig. 2. Diplexer circuit based on low-pass and high-pass filters.
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included because the inser-tion 1055 of
most passive DBMs is considerable (5 to
12 dB). The purpose of the amplifier is to
make up for the 1055 of signal level in the
mixing proeess. Some active DBMs, inci-
dentally, have a conversion gain fig-
ure, not a lass. For exarnple, the popular
Signetics NE602 device offers 20 dB of
eonversion gain. I

Diplexer circuits
The RF mixer is like most RF circuits in
that it wants to be terminated in its
charactertatic impedance. Otherwise, a
standing wave ratio (SWR) problem will
result, causing signal loss and other
problems. In addition, certain passive
DBMs (of which, more below) will not
work weIl if improperly terminated. A
number of different diplexer circuits are
known, but two of the most popular are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
A diplexer has two jobs: 1) it absorbs

undesired mixer output signals, so they
are not reflected back into the mixer, and
2) it trensmits desired signals to the out-
put. In Fig. 2, these goals are met with
two different LC networks; a high-pass
Filter and a lew-pass filter. The assump-
ti on in this circuit ia that the difference
IF is desired, so a high-pass filter with a
cut-off above the difference IF is used to
shunt tbe sum IF (plus and LO and RF
signals that survived the DBM proeess)
to a dummy load (Rj). The dummy load
shown in Fig. 2 is set to 50 0 beeause
that is the most eommon system imped-
anee for RF eircuits (in practiee, a 51-0
resistor migbt be used). The dummy load
resistor ean be a X-watt unit in most low-
level eases, but regardless of power level
it must be a noninduetive type (e.g. car-
bon composition or metal film).
The inductor (LI) and capacitor (CI)

values in the high pass filter are de-
signed to have a 50-0 reaetanee at the IF
frequeney. These values ean be calcu-
lated from:

50Q
L=--

2nF3

C= 1
2 n fj (50Q)

Where L is in henrys, C is in farads, and
F3 is in hertz.
The lew-pass filter transmits the de-

sired differenee IF frequency to the out-
put, rejecting everything else. Like the
high-pass filter, the L and C elements of
this filter are designed to have reac-
tances of 50 Q at the difference IF fre-
queney.
Reeently I built a sweep generator to

facilitate an high performance AM band
(540-1700 KRz) receiver that I am de-
signing. The sweeper cireuit is a varactor
tuned VCO driven with a 45-Hz sawtooth
wave. The swept oseillator is hetero-
dyned against a 14-MHz erystal cscilla-
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Fig. 3. Diplexer circuit based on se ries and
parallel resonant circuits.

tor, producing differenee frequencies
which can be tuned to either 455 KHz
(my selected IF), or any frequency in the
AM band. My diplaxer unit eonsists of
two 3,000-KHz Butterwor-th filtere, one
high-pass and the other lew-pass: eaeh
filter eonsists of five reactance elements.
The high-pass filter was terminated in a
50-Q dummy load made by parallelling
two 100-0. metal film resistors (which
were hand-selected for the eorrect value).
The lew-pass filter was terrninated in a
post amplifier with a 50-0 input irnped-
anee.
Another popular diplexer circui t is

shown in Fig. 3. This eircuit consists of a
parallel resonant 50-0 tank circuit (CI-
LJ, and aseries resonant 50-0 tank cir-
cuit (C2-L2). The series re sonant circuit
passes its resonant frequency whil e re-
jeeting all others because its impedance
is low at resonanee and high at other fre-
queneies. Alternatively, the parallel res-
onant tank circuit offers a high
impedance to its resonant frequeney, and
a low impedanee to a11other frequeneies.

Because Cl-LI are shunted across the sig-
nalline, it will short out a11but the reso-
nant frequency.
In direct conversion receivers, a mixer

is used to down convert CW and 8SB sig-
nals directly to audio by setting F2 elose
to Ft, without using an IF amplifier
chain. In those receivers it.....is=common
practice to bui1d a diplexer similar to
Fig. 4. Capacitor Cl passes high frequen-
eies (which are RF), and they are ab-
sorbed in a 50-Q dummy load. The
low-frequency audio signals (300 to
3,000 Hz) are passed by a 50-Q low-pass
filter eonsisting of LI' L2• L3• R2 and C2.

JFETand MOSFET DBMs
Junetion field effeet transistors (JFETs)
and metal oxide field effect transistors
(MOSFETs) ean be ar ranged in a ring
circui t that provides good double bal-
anced mixer operation. Figure 5 shows a
circuit that is based on JFET deviees.
Although diserete JFETs such as
MPF102 or its equivalents can be used in
this circuit with success, performance is
generally better if the deviees are
matched, or are part of a single IC device
(e.g., the U350 IC). With due attention to
layout and input/output balaneing, the
cireuit is capable of bettet than 30 dB
port-to-port isolation over an oetave (2:1)
frequency change.
The inputs and output of this circuit

are based on broadband RF transform-
ers. These transformers are bifilar and
trifilar wound on toroidal cores. The
input circuit consists of two bifilar
wound impedance transformers (TrI and
Tr2). The LO and output circuits are trifi-
lar wound RF transformers. Part of the
output eireuit includes a pair of lew-pass
filters which also eerve to transform the
1.5 to 2 kQ impedanee of the JFET de-

(2)

(3)
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I
I
I
I 18mH
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Fig.4. Diplexer tor a direct conversion receiver. Note: R2 changed to 50 ohms if L2 is ideal.
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Fig. 5. DBMcircuit based on JFET transistors.

vices to 50 n. As a result of the needed
impedance transformation, the filters
roust be designed with different Rin and
Rout characteristics, and that fact compli-
cates the use of look-up tables (which
would be permitted if the input and out-
put resistances were equal).

Double balanced diode
mixer circuits
One of the most easily realized double
balanced circuits, whether homebrew or
commercial, is the circuit of Fig. 6. This
circuit uses a diode ring mixer and bal-
anced input, output and LO ports. It is
capable of 30 to 60 dB of port-to-port iso-
lation, yet is reasonably well-behaved in

'"f"·,~,. .,,,,
'-------:-::-±-J

,",~,

LO <7dBm

(OOOJ -0 &4001I4 _16

Fig.6. Diode double balanced mixer.

practical circuits. DBMs such as Fig. 6
have been used by electronic hobbyists
and radio amateurs in a wide variety of
projects from direct conversion receivers
to single sideband transmitters and
high-performance shortwave receivers.
With proper design, a single DBM can be
made to operate over an extremely wide
frequency range; several models claim
operation from 1 to 500 MHz, with IF
outputs from d.c. to 500 MHz.
The diodes (D, through D,) can be or-

dinary silicon VHF/UHF diodes such as
IN914 or IN4148. However, superior
performance is expected when Schottky
hot-carrier diodes, such as IN5820
through 1N5822 are used instead.
Whatever diode is selected, all four de-
vices should be matched. The best
matehing of silicon diodes is achieved by
comparison 00 a curve tracer, but failing
that there should at least be a matched
forward/reverse resistance reading.
Schottky hot-carrier diodes can be
matched by ensuring that the selected
diodes have tbe same forward voltage
drop wheo biased to a forward current of
5 to 10 mA.
Figure 7a shows the internal cir-

cuitry for a very popular commercial
diode DBM device, the Mini-Circuits
SRA-1 and SBL-1 series; a typical
SRNSBL package is shown in Fig. 7b.

These devices offer good performance,
and are widely available to hobbyists and
radio amateur builders. Some parts
houses seIl them at retail, as does Mini-
Circuits [P.O. Box 166, Brooklyn, NY,
11235, USA: phone 714-934-4500]'. I do
not know the amount of their minimum
order, but I have had Mini-Circuits in
the USA res pond to $25 orders on several
occasions ... which is certainly more rea-
sonable than other companies.
Tbe packages for the SRAISBL de-

vices are similar, beiog of the order of
20 mm long with 5-mm pin spacing. The
principal difference between the pack-
ages for SRA and SBL devices is in the
height. In these packages, pin no. 1 is de-
noted by a blue bead insulatcr around
the pin. Other pins are connected to the
ease or have a green (or other eolour)
bead insulator. Also, the 'MCL' logo on
the top can be used to locate pin 1: the
'M' of the logo is directly over pin l.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of sev-
eral DBMs in the SRA and SBL series,
while Table 2 shows the pin assign-
ments for the same devices.
In the standard series of devices, the

RF input can accommodate signals up to
+1 dBm (1.26 mW into 50 Q), while the
LO input must see a +7 dBm (5-mW) sig-
nal level for proper operation. Given the
50-Q input impedance of all ports of the
SRAISBL devices, the RF signal level
must be kept below 700 mVpp, while the
LO wants to see 1400 mVpp' It is essen-
tial that the LO level be maintained
across the band of interest, or else mix-
ing operation will suffer. Although the
device will work down to +5 dßm, a great
increase in spurious output and less
port-to-port Isolation is found. Spectrum
analyzer plots of the output signal at low
LO drive levels show considerable second
and third-order distortion products.
Note the IF output ofthe SRNSBL de-

a

') I('"

•
'"

.....,.,.·11.

b 5.08mm

t-I
RF IF ... ...

Blue Bead 1 a 5 7
denotes + -@ @ 0 0

~.08mmPin no. 1

0 @ 0 @
2 4 6 •... IF ...LO

Bottom View

Fig. 7. (a)
DBMs; (b)
package.

Mini-Circuits SRAlSBl series
typicaJ Mini-Circuits DBM
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Fig. 8. Waveforms from a circuit using the
Mini-Circuits DBM: (a) improperly
terminated; (b) with part of diplexer
disconnected; (c) output waveform when
diplexer is connected.

vices. Although same models in the se-
ries use a single IF output pi.n, most of
these devices use tWQ pins (3 and 4), and
these must be connected together exter-
nal1y fOT the device to work.
As is true with most DBMs, and all

diode ring DBM circuits, the SRNSBL
devices are sensitive to the load imped-
anee at the IF output. Good mixing, and
freedom from the LOIRF feedthrough
problem, occurs when the mixer looks
into a low-VSWR load. FOT this reason, a
good diplexer circuit is required at the
output. In experiments, I have found
that unterminated SBL-I-l mixers pro-
duce nearly linear mixing when not prop-
erly terminated ...and that 1Snot what is
desired in a frequency eonverter.
The effeets of the termination imped-

anee on the operation of the dicde DBM
circuit are shown in Fig. 8. The oecillo-
scope photo in Fig. 8a shows the mixer

Type No. IF (MHz) Mid-Band Loss (dB)LO/RF (MHz)

SRA-1
SRA-1TX
SRA-1W
SRA-1-1
SRA-2
SBL-1
SBL-1X
SBL-1Z
SBL-1-1
SBL-3

OC-500
OC-500
OC-750
OC-500
0.5-500
OC-500
5-500
OC-500
OC-400
OC-200

5.5-7.0
5.5-7.0
5.5-7.5
5.5-7.5
5.5-7.5
5.5-7.0
6.0-7.5
6.5-7.5
5.5-7.0
5.5-7.5

0.5-500
0.5-500
1-750
0.1-500
1-1000
1-500
10-1000
10-1000
0.1-400
0.025-200

Table 1. Main specilications 01 same cammonly faund diode double balanced mixers.
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Fig. 9. Typical circuit using the Mini-Circuits SRA/SBL devices.

output directly at pins 3 and 4 of an SBL-
1-1. Note that it is a complex waveform
of mixed signals, and reflects the fact
that the mixer 1S not properly termi-
nated. The waveform at Fig. 8b was
taken at the output of the low-pass filter
when the high-pass filter and its associ-
ated dummy load was disconnected. At
Fig. 8c 1S the resultant when properly
matched high pass (and dummy load)
and low pass filters were in operation.
The waveform was a nearly clean eine
wave of 455 KHz. Another waveforrn, not
shown, was obtained when there was no
high pass filter, but the DEM was termi-
nated in a resistance matched to its char-

acteristic impedance and a low pass fil-
ter. It was a distorted sinewave, and re-
flected the fact that other products were
present in the output signal.
Figure 9 shows a typical SRAISBL

circuit: RF drive (5:+1dBm) is applied to
pin 1, and the +7 dBm LO signal is ap-
plied to pin 8. The IF signal is output
through pins 3 and 4, which are strapped
together. All other pins (2, 5, 6 and 7) are
grounded.
The diplexer circuit consists of a high-

pass filter (CeLl) terminated into a 50-Q
dummy load for the unwanted frequen-
cies, and a lew-pass filter (L2-L3-C4) for
the desired frequencies. All eapaeitors

Type LO RF IF GND CaseGND

SRA-1 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 2
SRA-1TX 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 2
SRA-1-1 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 2
SRA-1W 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 2,5,6,7
SRA-2 8 3,4 1 2,5,6,7 2,5,6,7
SRA-3 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 2
SBL-1 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 -
SBL-1-1 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 -
SBL-3 8 1 3,4 2,5,6,7 -

Table 2. Pin function overview for diode DBMs.
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Fig.10. (a) Internal circuitry for the LM1496
DBM; (b) DIP package tor the LM1496; (c)
metal can package for the LM1496.

and inductors are selected to have a re ac-
tance of 50 Q at the IF frequency.
Sometimes I-dß resistor n-pad atten-

uators are used at the inputs and the IF
output of the DEM. In some cases, the
input attenuators are needed to prevent
overload of the DBM (overload causes
spurious product frequencies to be gener-
ated, and may cause destruction of the
device). In other cases, the circuit de-
signer is attempting to 'swamp out' the
effects of source or load impedance varia-
tions. Although this method works, it is
better to design the circuit to be insensi-
tive to such fluctuations, rather than to
use a swamping attenuator. The reason
is that the resistive attenuator causes a
signal lass and adds to the noise gener-
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Fig.11. Mixer circuit using the LM1496.

ated in the circuit (no resistor can be to-
tally noise free). A good alternative is to
use astahle amplifier with 50 Q input
and output impedances, and that is not
itself sensitive to irnpedance variation, to
isolate tbe DBM.
Mini-Circuits devices related to the

8RA-1 and 8BL-1 incorporate MAR-x se-
ries MMIC amphfiers internal to the
DBM. One ser-ies of devices places the
amplifier in the LO circuit, so that much
lower levels of LO signal will provide
proper mixing. Another series pIaces the
amp1ifier in the IF output port. This am-
pl ifiel' accomplishes two things: it makes
up for the inherent 1055 of the mixer and
it provides greater freedorn frorn load
variations that can affect the regular
8RN8BL devices.

Bipolar transconductance
cell DBMs
Ach ve mixers made from bipolar silicon
transistors formed into Gilbert transcon-
ductance cell circuits are also easily
available, Perhaps the two most common
devices are the Signetics NE602 device
and the LM1496 device (Maplin cata-
logue no. QH47B, p. 463 in 1993 edition),
The NE602 was discussed extensively

in Ref. 1, to which the reader is referred
for details on input, output and LO con-
figurations.
The LM1496 device is shown in

Figs. lOa, lOb and lOc. Figure 10a
shows the internal circuitry, while
Figs. 10b and lOc show tbe DIP and
metal can packages, respectively. Pins 7
and 8 form the local oscillator (or 'carrier'

in communications terminology) inpu.t,
while pins 1 and 4 form the RF input.
These push-pull inputs are also some-
times labelIed 'high level signal' (7 and 8)
and 'Iow level signal' (1 and 4) inputs.
D.c. bias (p.in 5) and gain adjustment
(pins 2 and 3) are also provided.
Figure 11 shows the basic LM1496

mixer circuit in which the RF and carrier
inputs are connected in the single-ended
configuration. The respective signals are
applied to the input pins tbrough d.c.
hlocking capacitors Cl and C2; the alter-
nate pin inputs in both cases are by-
passed to ground through capacitors C3
and C4.
The output network consists of a 9:1

broadband RF transformer that corn-
hines the two outputs, and reduces their
impedance to 50 Q. The primary of the
transformer is resonated to the IF fre-
quency by capacitor C5.
Figure 12 shows a circuit that uses

the LM1496 device to generate double
sideband suppressed carrier (DSSC) sig-
nals. Wben followed by a 2.5 to 3-KHz
bandpass filter, which is off-set from the
IF frequency, this circuit will also gener-
ate single sideband (88B) signals. In
common practice, a crystal oscillator will
generate the carrier signal (Uc)' while
the audio stages produce the modulating
signal (Um) from an audio oscil1ator or
microphone input stage. I once saw a cir-
cuit that is very similar to this one in a
signal generator/test set used to service
both amateur radio and marine HF~SSB
radio transceivers. It was the signal
source to test the receiver seetions of the
transceivers. The carrier was set to
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Fig.12. Double sideband suppressed carrier (DSSC) generator circuit using the LM1496.

9 MHz, and both lower sideband (LSB)
and upper sideband (USB) KVG crystal
filters were used to select the desired
sideband. An alternate scheme which 1S
eheaper uses a single 9-MHz crystal fil-
ter, but two different crystals at frequen-
eies eitber side of the crystal passband.
One crystal would generate the USB sig-
nal, while the other would generate the

LSB signal.
For single aideband to be useful it has

to be demodulated to recover the audio
modulation. The circuit of Fig. 13 will da
that job nicely. It uses an LM1496 DBM
as a product detector. This type of de-
tector works on CW, SSB and DSB sig-
nals (all three require a IDeal oscillator
injection signal), and produces the audio

12V
.--.-----{+

Local Carrier
8 + C IN 6
-eiN

+ OUT
3

GA

MC1496

+ IN
GA

12
-IN

-OUT

v- BIAS

14

940004·22

8V -

Fig. 13. Single-sidebandlCW product detector for recelver using the LM1496.

•
-UO

resultant from heterodyning the IDeal
carrier signal against the 8SB IF signal
in the receiver. Al1 8SB receivers use
some form of product detector at the end
of the IF chain, and many of tbem use
the LM1496 device in a circuit similar to
Fig.13.

Conclusion
Double balanced mixer circuits work bet-
ter than most other mixer circuits in
radio receivers, 8SB transmitters/re-
ceivers, instrumentation and measure-
ment situations. They are easy to use in
most cases, and if properly designed into
a circuit yield good results with mini-
mum effort. •

References:
1. 'NE602 primer', Joseph J. Carr,
Elektor Electronics January 1992, pp. 20-
25.
2. In the UK, contact Dale Electronics
Ltd., Camberley, Surrey, tel. (025) 28
35094.
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TV
SOUND- TO-LlGHT

UNIT

Although huge monitors are quite common in today's party
bunkers, clubs and discotheques, the idea of using a TV set
instead of the more usual set of coloured lamps is quite novel.
Here, a circuit is described to produce playful light effects on
the telly.

From an idea by B. Willaert

THE 1V sound-to light untt de-
scrtbed in thts article may be driven

with a line stgnal or a signal picked up
by a microphone. Depending on the
spectral composition of the input stg-
nal (bass, mid-range, treble), the cn-.
cun sends a stgnal to the red. green or
blue (R, G, B) input on the SCART
socket of a TV set. This causes the TV
screen to go red, green or blue, or
blends of these primary colours if the
input srgnal conlains two or three
streng components in the respecttve
frequency ranges. This means that the
operation of the TV sound-ta-light unit
is, in principle, identical to that of a
'conventional' unit with three lamps.
As an unusual feature. however, the
present unit enables colours to be
mixed.

gI8 ... 18""

936038X· t

Fig. 1. The perceived colour of a picture ele-
ment is created by blending the primary
eolours, red, green and blue, at the right
ratio. The eorreet eolour is obtained by firing
eleetrons at phosphor partieles at the inside
01 the pieture tube.

Television: the basics

Before looking at the destgn of the 1V
sound-to-Iight unit, abrief recap is
grven of the operatton of the TV system.
The screen of a colour TV may be com-
pared with a palnter's palette with only
the three primary colours on tt: red (R),
green (G) and blue (B). Any colour can
be made by mixing the RGB compo-
nents at certain ratios.
A TV set obviously does not use

paint to mix colours. Instead, the prt-
mary colours are mixed ustng electron
beams. The prtnctple is illustrated in
Fig, 1. Each primary colour has its
own electron gun which 'fires' a very
narrow beam in the direction of the in-
side surface of the TV picture. The
three beams converge at the so-called
shadow mask at the inside of the pic-
ture tube. The mask is a thin plate
with masses of small holes whtch pass
the three beams. When the beams
leave the holes in the shadow mask,
they arrive on a layer of phosphor par-
tieles which covers the tnstde of the
picture tube. Each beams 'htts' tts own
phosphor type. The phosphor partieles
light up when 'bombarded' wilh elec-
trons, and so vtsualtze the colours red,
green and blue.
Since the three tiny light spots in

each pixel are very elose together, the
viewer perceives a dot wtth a certam
colour blend rather than three individ-
ual primary colours. In thts way, each
picture element ('pixel'] is provided
with the correct colour information,
and the entire picture ts built up ptxel-
by-pixel.
The received TV signal contains,

among others, tnformation on the mix-
ture ratto of the R. G and B signals.
This information is received in com-
pacted form, and decoded inside the
TV set to yield the three primary
colours. Most modern TV sets have a
SCART socket (also called Perltel or
Euro A/V), which allows the RGB am-
pltfters and associated electron guns in
the set to be driven with external stg-
nals. And that, you guessed tt, is ex-
actly what the present circutt does.

Block diagram
The basic structure of the TV sound-
to-hght untt is shown in Fig. 2. As with
an 'ordtnary' sound-to-1ight unit, the
input stgnal is obtained either from a
'Iirie' conncctton (say, the mtxing con-
sole output) or a microphone. The sen-
sitivity of the circuit is adjustable by
settmg the gatn of the input amplifier.
The amplified audio stgnal is fed to

three filter scctions: a low-pass filter, a
band-pass filter and a high-pass filter.
These filters extract the bass, mtd-
range and treble information from the
Input signal. The filter output signals
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Fig.2. Most functions of the TV sound-to-light unit may be found in any conventional sound-
to-llqht unit based on lamps. The difference, however, is the TV interface, which consists of
RGS driver stages and asynchronisation control circuit.

TV SOUND-TO-LIGHT UNIT

"'i...--- .......

....... -----

---- .... - = imaging erectron beam

"ftyback electrcn beam
936038X -13

Fig. 3. The flyback (retrace) beam is
quenched to avoid unwanted horizontal and
diagonallines on the TV screen.

then drive the RGB inputs of the TV.
Low frequencies cause the screen to go
red, while mid-range and high compo-
nents turn it green or b1ue respecttvely,
The block diagram also shows a syn-

chronisation sub-circuit. This serves to
ensure that every picture line has the
rtght length (approx. 64 us), and that
the retrace (or 'flyback') beam is

4060 ,V +

" ~

" - BC547B'C,
BC557B

CTR14 ,I~
~
00 ~ "" ~

'"'er " ~ ,~
" 01...05 BC5478 •,V 5>; lN4148

,
~+ "

+ "ta euoo". •4060

Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the TV sound-to-light unit. The circuit takes its input signal either from a microphone or a Une connection. A crystal
oscillator is used to ensure the correct picture nne length of 64)Js (including the synchronisation pulse).
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GENERAL INTE REST

quenched. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
electron beam makes a scanning move-
ment across thescreen. During the re-
trace period, the beam is quenched
(switched off) to avoid unwanted lines,
both horizontally and diagonally, being
written on to the screen.

looks complex at first glance, the func-
tions of the various sub-circuits are
easily recognized from the block dia-
gram discussed above.
The audio stgnal is picked up by mi-

crophone Micj , and fed to the input of
a simple preamplifier stage based on
opamp IC2b. Alternatively, the input
stgnal may be applied directly via 'line'
socket Kl. The amplification of IC2b
may be set to a value between 0.02 and

Practical circuit
Although the circuit diagram In Fig. 4

Fig. 5. Track layout (direct reading) and component overlay of the circuit board for the TV
sound-to-light unit (peB available ready-made through the Readers Services).

20. The preamplifier output stgnal is
applied to a combined filter, which di-
vides the signal into low, mid-range
and high components. The high fre-
quencies leave the filter via pin 1 of
1C2a. The mid-range stgnals are found
at pin 14 of IC2d, and the low frequen-
cies, at pin 8 of IC2c•
Next, the three components are ap-

plied to three identical drivers, T4, T5
and T6.Each signal is first recttfled
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Fig. 6. Alternative connection schematic 10r
two-wire electret microphones.

and smoothed by two dtodes and a ca-
pacitor (for instance, 07, Os and Cl4),
so that each driver Is supplied wtth a
clean direct voltage. The resistor
across each smoothing capacitor (for
tnstance, R24) enables the capacitor
voltage to decrease after a short while
after the input signal has disappeared.
This is done to grve the sound-to-light
urut a fairly 'calm' behaviour, avoiding
a too fast response to sound changes.
The output signal of each driver tran .
sistor ts sent to the rcspccnvc RGB
input via a current lmuttng resistor of
82Q.
The crrcutt diagram shows that the

RGB drtver transistors are supplied via
a sertes tranststor. T3, which acts as a
swttch. and so enables a simple kind of
synchromsauon to be realized. The
swttch is closed for 60 ps. which corre-
sponds to the length of a picture line.
Each period of 60 us is headed by a
synchronisation pulse of 4 us. which
serves to infonn the TV that a new line
is about to be written. The synchroni-
sation pulse is sent to the TV set via
R34 and the respective pin on the
SCARTsocket. To make sure that each
line pertod has a total length of 64 ps,
the switching stgnals are derived from
a crystal oscillator with associated di-
vider, IC,. The 4-MHz quartz clock stg-
nal is divided by 256 (28), which gives
a line frequency of 15,625 Hz. corre-
sponding to a period of 64 us.
Finally, the circuit is powered by a

mains adaptor with a direct output
voltage between 9 V and 12 V. The
adaptor output voltage is stepped
down 10 5 V by regulator IC3.

Construction
The artwork of the printed circuit
board designed for the TV sound-to-
light unit ts gtven in Fig, 5. This board
is available ready-made through lhe
Readers Services.
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TV SOUND-TO-LlGHT UNIT

Fig.7. Fully populated circuit board.

I,
I.

Fig. 8. Prototype 01 the TV sound-to-light unit mounted into a plastic enclosure.

Start the construction by fittrug all
wire links, then the IC sockets. Solder
carefully to avoid a long fault-finding
session later. Next. fit an other parts,
keeping the larger ones (for instance,
the SCART socket and potentiometer
Pd till the last. The SCART socket is
ftrst secured to the peB by inserting its
plasuc fIXingpins into the two holes in
lhe PCS. Next, solder the socket pins.
Resistor R39 is not fitted on to the

board, but connected to the electret
microphone as a 'flytng' part. If the mi-
crophone Is a type with three terrni-
nals, it is connected as shown by the

circuit diagram. If you happen to have
a two-terminal type. connect it as
shown in Fig, 6. If you wish to use lhe
line input only. Mto, and R39 may. of
course, be omitted.
The board Is ready for fitting into a

suitable enclosure after it has been
populated (Fig, 7), and the solder work
carefully inspected. The prototype
shown in Fig. 8 should give you an im-
pression of how we did the finis hing
touch to the unit. The design of a front
panel for lhe TV sound-to-Iight unit
may be copied from Fig, 9.
Connect the unit to the rnains adap-
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Fig. 9. Suggested front panel design.

Fig. 10. The sound-to-Hqht unit is connected
to the TV set via a ready-made SCART cable.

tor, taking good care to observe the po-
lartty of the d.c. supply voltage. The
ctrcutt ts protected agatrist reverse
supply voltages by diode D12• lf every-
thing is in order, the 'power' LED
should light after connecting the mains

adaptor.
Next, connect the ctrcutt to the TV

set via ready-rnade SCART cable
(Fig, 10). The pinning of the SCART
plugs on the cable, and that of the
socket on the TV. is shown in Fig. 11.
Also connect the microphone. or the
line Input stgnal.
Switch the TV to external A/V. and

adjust the input sensitivity of the
sound-ta-light unit until the desired vt-
sual effect is achieved.

Seme experiments
A few suggestions are given for those of
you who wtsh to adapt the circuit to
personal requirements. The response
of the circuit to changes in the input
signal may be speeded up by decreas-
ing the values of capacitors C14, CIS
and CIS' Note, however. that thts
causes a slightly blurred picture. and
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Fig. 11. Want to make a SCART cable yourself? Here are the plug and socket connections.

unclear colour transrtrons. Similarly.
the response of the ctrcutt ts slowed
down by increasing the values of the
above capacitors.
The 'Iow' frequency limit of the filter

in the unit may be lowered by changtng
R18 and R20 into, for tnstance, 220 kQ,
and RI9 into 100 kQ. This modification
causes the circuit to respond strenger
to the lowest frequency components,
and less to high-frequency compo-
nents. To achteve a better separation of
the low, middle and high components,
the value of R19 may be lowered to
22 kn, while C6 ts changed into 22 nF.•
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ELECTRONICSSCENE
Surface mount crystal from IQD

International Quartz Devices (IQD) has avail-
able a surface mount version of the popular
HC49/4H crystal. Designated the HC49
14HSMX, the new version has a footprint of
only 4.9xI3.4 mm and is 4.3 mm high.
IQD LW, Crewkerne, SomersetTA18 7AR,
England. Telephone (0460) 77155.

Embedded controller handbook
Microchip's new Embedded Controller
Handbook is packed with ideas and advice
for system designers and application pro-
grammers. It contains almost a thousand
pages of technical reference material and
covers the whole range of Microchip's
PICI6117 8-bit microcontrollers and spe-
ciality non-volatile memory products.
Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd,
Unit 3, The Court yard, Meadowhank,
Furlong Road, Bourne End SL8 5AJ,
England. Telephone (0628) 850 303.

Statek franchise for ACT
Quartz crystal manufacturer anddistributor
ACT (Advanced Crystal Technology) has
signed a franchise agreement with the spe-
cialist quartz crystal firm, Statek Inc. of
Orange, California.
ACT, 9 Kingfisher Court, Harn bridge
Road, Newhury RG14 5SJ, England.
Telephone (0635) 528 520.

Good for Europe?
The Japanese government is about to aban-
don Japan 's analogue high-definition television
system, which lags behind America's digi-
tal technology despite decades of develop-
ment. This decision makes it probable that
a worldwide HDTV standard based on
America's may at last emerge. If so, a sigh
of relief will be heard in the larger part of the
world-particular!y in the corridors of
Thomson and Philips,both members of the
US associasion of HDTV manufacturers.
Nevertheless, Europe will lose out on

some aspects, because, although both the
US and Europe have cbosen MPEG com-
pression, the US has opted for vestigial side-
band (VSB). TheEuropean 'standard' fordig-
ital TV is quadraturearnplitude modulation.
However, this should notmattermuch since
theEuropeanmassmarketfor HDTV equip-
mentis notlikely to comeabout until theearly
part of the next century.

Apple at the top
Dataquest, the influential US analyst firm,
has announcedthatAppleComputerInc. was
thelargestPCmakerin the USAin 1993,just
ahead of rivals IBM and Compaq. Apple
gained 14.1% ofthemarket, IBM 13.9%and
Compaq 10%.

Eighth North Wales
Radio & Electronlcs Show

The Eigbth North Wales R&E Sbow will be
held on 5 and 6November 1994 at the Aber-
oonwyConference Centre & Tbe New Tbeatre,
Llandudno. The Show opens at 10.00 a.m.
both days. Entrance fee f. 1·50; under the
age of 14 admission is FREE.
North Wales Radio Rally Club, Anncott,
Hylas Lane, Rhuddlan, Clwyd LL18 SAG.
Telephone/fax (0745) 591 704.

Emulation support for
embedded 80386CXlEX

German in-circuit emulator manufacturer
Hitex (see advert on p. 36) have announced
the first full in-circuitemulators for the new
Intel 80386CX/EX embedded micropro-
cessors. Using the existing PC-based
T32/386SX emulator as a base, the CX ver-
sion allows true in-circuit emulation ofthe
CPU up to 20 MHz (25 MHz to special order)
in both 100PQFP and MQFP packages.
A comprehensive information pack is

available from Hitex covering alI80386farn-
ily development tools.
Hitex (UK) Ltd, Sir William Lyons Road,
Seience Park, Coventry CV 4 7EZ,
England. Telephone (0203) 692 066.

SpieeAge 3 for Windows
V3 ofSpiceAge for Windows gi vesan order
of magnitude of speed rise for logic simula-
tion over SpiceAge 2, previously believed to
be the fastest analogue simulator of its type
available. V3 benchmarks at 9 s on the dig-
ital testcompared with 120 s on V2. Speed
gains are also apparent onm some analogue
circuits.
To support this, a new 32-cbannel logic

analyserdisplay is available, more digital mod-
els are provided and input signal bus struc-
tures are supported. The Zetex SPICE li-
brary of analogue semiconductor models is
shipped with V3 and the analogue side is
further expanded by abrand new oppera-
tional arnplifier especially developed to ex-
ploit the linear extrapolation pragmas pro-
vided in SpiceAge's polynomial functions.
Notonly is this topology moreaccurate than
many SPICE models butis faster to analyse.
Those Engineers Ltd, 31 Birkbeck Road,
London NW7 4BP, England. Telephone
0819060155. (See also adverton p. 59).

New autorouter from ULTIma te
ULTlmate's new Ripup& Retry Autorouter,
the ULTIroute GXR, aWindows-based prod-
uct, is a sophisticated autorouter offering
very bigb completion rates wbilstremaining
user interactive and friendly. ULTIroute
GXR gives the usercontrol overcost factors
and strategies, allowing bim to influence the
behaviour of the routerand therefore customise
the router to bis type of designs.

There are also new versions (4.50) of
ULTIboard and (1.50) ULTIcap. Both are
now 32 bit using aWindows com pliantDOS
extender.
ULTIboard, the first PCB design package

to benefi tfrom Real Time Design rule cbeck-
ing has been enhanced with powerful Trace
Shove and Polygon features.
ULTIcap offers several powewrful auto-

maticfeatures thatreduceediting time, in clud-
ing Autowire, Auto Snap to Pin, Auto Junction
and Real Time Electrical Rule Checking.
ULTImateTechnology (VK) Ltd,2Bacchus
House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston
RG7 4QW, England. Telephone (0734)
812030. (See inside front cover).

New from Maplin
A combined clock and thermometer, with
an outdoor temperature probe, that can dis-
play either °C or 0F.The LCD alternates be-
tween time and temperature readings at three
second intervals. Theunit, type-coded BU77J,
measures 68x52x16 mm, and is priced at
f. 9·95 (incl. VAT).
Arangeofhigh powerspeakers, specially

designed for use in cars. Power rating from
50W to 200 W. Prices range from f. 34·95 to
f. 149·95 eacb (ine!. VAT).
The Fox Wireless Horne Alarm has been

specially designed to help protect the home
or office without spoiling the decoration
with yards of ugly wiring. Because there is
00 wiring between the intrusion detectors
and the control panel, the system can be eas-
ily instalied by anyone with average DlY
skills. Price E 99·99 (inel. VAT).
The Auto-inflating digital blood pres-

sure monitor is an easy touse,digital, blood
press ure tester designed to remove the com-
plexities ofmeasuring blood pressure and pulse
rate, particularly for those who are not familiar
with thetechnique. Price E74·95 (ine!. VAT).
Maplin Electronics, P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh
SS6 8LR, England. Phone (0702) 552 911.

Z-Match for Windows
The paper Smith Chart, invented over 50
years ago providesagraphical method for solv-
ing impedance matehing and transmission line
problems. NumberOneSystems' newZ-Matcb
for Windows prograrn greatly enhances the
usefuIness and accuracy of Smith Chart tech-
niques, and adds a wide rangeof valuable Radio
Frequency Engineering utilities.
An immediately apparent advantage of

Z·Matcb for Windows is that it works di-
rectly with actuallengths of transmission
!ine and actual resistance and reactance values,
eliminating the need for normalisation.
Z·Matcb for Wmdowsdisplays impedance

values produced by Analyser Ill, Number One
Systems' simulation tool for analogue cir-
cuits.ln combination, these packages cover
the vastmajority of design and analysis prob-
lems likely to be faced by engineers and stu-
dents working at RF.
Numher One Systems, Harding Way,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, England. Telephone
(0480) 461 778. (See also p. 4)
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LETTERS
Dear Editor-I have found that the BFX36
used in the '100 W high-end power ampli-
fler ' (March 1994) is no longer available. In
fact, I was told that production ofthis device
was discontinued in 1991. This does not
seem in line with your recently stated pol-
icy of trying to only publish designs for
which the components are actually avail-
able. Would the designer please give advice
on component values for the amplifier input
stage using more readily available transis-
tors, such as the ZTX851, ZTX951. I ap-
preciate that the amplifier performance may
not bequiteas good with discrete transistors,
but it would at least allow the design to be
built. I have built a number of your projects
in the past which I have always found to be
very good and I find it annoying that I can-
not build this amplifier to go with them.
S imon Platt, B edford

We are aware of the problems regarding
availability of the BFX36. Althoug h the de-
vice is obsolescent, stocks are still available
here and there, more particularty from. one
ofour advenisers, C-I Electronics, P.O. Box
22089, 6360AB Nuth, the Netherlands. Fax
+3145241877. ln fact, the BFX36 and its
complement, the 2N2914, are listed in C-!'s
advert onp. 33 of our March 1994 issue.
Our Central Design Department are ex-

amining the specijications of several possi-
ble replacements for the BFX36/2N2914.
When suitable types have been found, the
relevant update information will be pub-
lished in this magaiine.

Dear Editor -I have j ust completed the con-
struction of the 'Digital dia!' described in
theJanuary 1994 issue. May Irelate somequite
interesting matters that arose during con-
struction and testing?
My mi stake (discovered after two days)

was to use a 74HC4060 instead of the spec-
ified 4060. I only did this because I hap-
pened tohave the 74 version andnola4060.
It does not work! Idon'tknowwby. Theyare
supposed 10 be compatible. After the cbange,

C(lf 007-0 .
the 'dial' worked really weil.
I bave Fitted it to my AR88LF. The dis-

play is flttted behind the 'window' on the front
panel wbicb sbould contain an 'S' meter,
The rest is in a box resting on the IF trans-
formers. I tried to use the 6.3 V heater supply,
as that is available at the dia I ligbt, but I
could not get a suitable transformer. In the
end, I put a mains trans former in the box
with the rest of the components.
If any of your readers have in mind mak-

ing a 'Digital Dial' for their AR88, Ican let
them bave details of an easy way of obtain-
ing theLO feed withoutany soldering orup-
ending the receiver (wbicb must weigh a
good 25 kg).
One feature ofthe 'dial' I should mention

is that the three horizontal bars of the first
digit in the display do not attain full bril-
liance. Perhaps Ibis is due to alI being fed from
the same pin of the 4543? No great disad-
vantage, but can this be overcome?
On a completely different tack, I was

asked the other day what SCART stood for.
Ido not know - do you? Is it an acronym or
wbat is it (apart from a standard socket tor
computers)?
C.E.H. Benson, Warrington.

Thanksfor yourletter, whicn wefeel sure will
be of interest to many other readers.
The matter oftlie brilliance ofthefirst three

horitorual bars has been referred 10 ttie de-
signer. As soon as his answer is to hand, we
will write to you.
SCART is an acronym of Syndicat des

Constructeurs d 'Appare ils Radiorece pteurs
et Televiseurs, the French association of
radio and television manujacturers. This as-
sociation decided in the early 1980s to ter-
minate various inputs 10, and outputs from,
TV receivers into a 21 -way socket, which
has since become a European standard.

Dear Editor -I read with interest your article
on the SCMS inhibitor for DAT macbines
(Copybit Eliminator - February 1994). I
would like to make this unit for use between
two Sony PortableDATs, i.e., theD3 andD7
macbines. A separate box would be required
with either coax or fibre optic connectors.

COMPONENT RATINGS less otherwise specified.

In resistorand capacitor values, decimal points
and large numbers ofzeros areavoided wher-
everpossible. Small and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (Pico-) = 10-12
n (nano-) = 10-9
f1 (micro-) = I~
m (milli-) = 10-3
k(kilo-) = 103
M (mega-) = 1(J6
G(giga-) =109

Note that nano- farad (nF) is the international
way ofwriting 1000 pF orO.ool f1F.
Resistorsare 1/3 watt, 5%metal fihn typesun-
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Tbe direct working voltage of capacitors (other
thanelectrolytic ortantalum types) isassumed
to be;o,6O V. As a rule of thmnb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply voltage.

Direct test voltagesaremeasured with a20 kDIV
meter unless otherwise specified.

Mains (power line) voltages are not listed in the
articles. Itisassumed thatourreaders know wbat
voltage is standard in their part of the world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
sbould note thatourcircuits are usually desigoed
for 50 Hz. Tbis will not normall y cause prob-
lems, although if the mains frequency is used
for syncbronization, some modification may

lama musician, not a technical person,
butI can useasoldering iron, so any belp you
can gi ve me would be gratefully appreci-
ated. I presume any components required
can be purchased from Maplin or any other
such supplier.
G. Drucquer, Frirnley Green.

We are currently working on a stand-alone
version, i.e, one that canbe inserted between
two DAT recorders as you require. Weplan
topublish the relevant article in our July/AuguSl
1994 issue. Briefiy, the design will consist of
the 'Digital audio enhancer' (February
1993) in slightly modifiedform, the 'Copybit
eliminator', and a small add-on board. All
this is, however, tentative andwilidepend on
the tests our design department are currently
carrying out proving successful.

Dear Editor-I have sent for the PIC pro-
grammer project thatappeared in the March
1994 issue of your magazine and in the article
eight499 illl % resistors are needed. Ibave
looked in various catalogues and TV and
electronics magazines and Icannot find a source
for such components. Please could you tell
me wbere I could find them.
Why didn't you use presets or if these

were not accurate enougb, wby didn' t you use
multiturn presets.
Have you bave ever considered having full

kits (incl. all components) for your projects.
M. McCabe, Redcar

Precision 1%, and even 0.1%, resistors are
available from specialist audio/hi-fi com-
ponent retailers. YOll may.for instance, try
Viewcom-see pages 8 & 9 of our March
and April J 994 issues. Complete kits are
available from C-I Electronics-see the ad-
vert on p.33 of our April 1994 issue.
Presets cannot be expected to give any-

where near the same performance as preci-
sion resistors, but we have, nevertheless,
passed your query to the designer.
As international book/magazine pub-

lishers, we cannot go into the specialist elec-
tronics trade, but leave this to the experts:
our advertisers and other electronic component
retailers.

be req uired.

Tbe international letter symbol' U' is used for
voltageinsteadoftheambiguous 'V'.Tbelet-
ter V is reserved for 'volts':

Tbe size of ametrie bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M foUowed by a number corre-
sponding to the overall diameterof the thread
in mm, the x sign and the length ofthe bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstance, anM4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of 4 mm and a length of
6 mm. Tbe overall diameter of the thread in
the BA sizes is: 0 BA = 6.12 mm; 2 BA =
4.78 mm;4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6BA=2.85 mm;
8BA=2.25 mm.


